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ABSTRACT 
Control systems must fundamentally trade off performance with robustness to plant 
uncertainty. Hence, controller design aims at achieving an acceptable tradeoff 
between the conflicting goals of tracking or regulation performance versus 
robustness to plant uncertainty. This thesis investigates the tradeoff between 
robustness and performance for single-input single-output (SISO) systems and a 
tuning strategy for robust control of multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) systems. 
Robust H", or f.1 controller design is based on a set of weighting functions 
representing performance specifications and uncertainty sets with the goal of 
achieving the desired trade off between performance and robustness. However, 
once the robust controller is implemepted, its parameters are fixed and no tuning is 
possible. Yet, plant uncertainty arises from the inevitable discrepancy between the 
true plant and its model. Thus, the capability of tuning the controller is often 
required in order to re-establish a favorable tradeoff between performance and 
robustness on-line. 
Using a framework based on the internaI model control (lMC) structure, we 
consider the fundamental tradeoff between performance and robustness by 
analyzing the tradeoff (IWp(Jw)I,IWaCJw)l) where IW/jw)1 is the weighting for 
specifying performance and IWa(Jw)1 is the maximum magnitude of the additive 
plant perturbation. In SISO systems and in certain MIMO systems, using only 
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IWp(jw)l, IWa(jw)1 and the nominal plant model ~(jw) as input data, the optimal 
frequency response of the IMC controller QOPI (w) minimizing the structured 
singular value at each frequency can be obtained. This result provides the tradeoff 
(lW/jw)I,lwa(jw)l) that yields the minimum of the structured singular value, which 
can help the control designer in the selection of appropriate weighting functions, 
and in judging different controller designs against the best achievable level of 
robust perfonnance. Furthennore, the tradeoff theorem for SISO systems and the 
optimization algorithm for MIMO systems allow the computation of the optimal 
perfonnance versus robustness tradeoff (rp(w),IWa(jw)l) , where r/w) is the largest 
perfonnance weight for which robust perfonnance can be achieved for fixed 
IWa(jw)l. On the other hand, the robust tuning requirement is achieved by fixing a 
/Wijm)/ and adjusting IWa(jm)l, and therefore the tuned robust controller can be 
computed in a simple calculation which can be handled by plant engineers. 
MIMO plants with a Iinear fractional uncertainty model are considered as a more 
general case for robust tuning design requirement. The framework is to reconfigure 
an interconnection of the Q-parameter and the uncertainty weights into the IMC-
based structure. By defining a matrix H that maps Q into K in a Iinear fractional 
transfonnation, K 0 F,(H,Q), the robust controller K can be obtained via a Q-
parameter. The tuning strategy of the MI MO robust control design depends on this 
IMC structure. A systematic design procedure is presented to achieve a sub-optimal 
Q-parameter along with a tuning technique. A numerical example ilIustrates the 
MIMO robust control design and tuning procedure based on the optimization. 
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RESUME 
Les systèmes de commande doivent fondamentalement établir un compromis entre 
la robustesse à l'incertitude et la performance. Par conséquent, la conception d'une 
loi de commande vise à réaliser un compromis acceptable entre les buts 
contradictoires de performance en asservissement ou en régulation et de robustesse 
face à l'incertitude du modèle. Cette thèse étudie le compromis entre la robustesse et 
la performance pour les systèmes à sortie unique et à entrée unique (SISO) et une 
stratégie de réglage pour la commande robuste des systèmes (MI MO) à entrées et 
sorties multiples. 
La conception de contrôleurs robustes Ha:> ou fi est basée sur un ensemble de 
fonctions de pondération représentant les spécifications de performance et 
l'incertitude avec le but de réaliser le compromis désiré entre la performance et la 
robustesse. Cependant, une fois que le contrôleur robuste est mis en application, ses 
paramètres sont fixes et aucun réglage n'est possible. Toutefois, l'incertitude du 
modèle résulte d'une différence inévitable entre le véritable système et son modèle. 
Ainsi, la possibilité de régler le contrôleur en ligne est souvent exigée afin de 
rétablir un compromis favorable entre la performance et la robustesse. 
Dans un cadre de structure de commande à modèle interne (lMC), nous 
considérons le compromis fondamental entre la performance et la robustesse en 
analysant le compromis (IWp (jUJ)I,IWa (jw)l) où IW/jUJ)1 est le poids indiquant la 
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performance requise et IWa(Jlü)1 est le poids représentant le module maximum de la 
perturbation additive du modèle. Pour les systèmes SISO et certains systèmes 
MIMO, en utilisant seulement (IWp(Jlü)I,lwa(Jlü)I) , et le modèle nominal du système 
P"(Jlü) comme données d'entrée, la réponse en fréquence optimale du contrôleur 
IMC réduisant au minimum la valeur singulière structurée à chaque fréquence peut 
être obtenue. Ce résultat fournit le compromis (IWp(Jlü)I,lwa(Jlü)1) qui minimise la 
valeur singulière structurée, ce qui peut aider le concepteur de lois de commande 
dans le choix de fonctions de pondération appropriées, et dans l'évaluation de 
contrôleurs vis-à-vis le meilleur niveau réalisable de la performance robuste. En 
outre, le théorème du compromis pour les système SISO et l'algorithme 
d'optimisation pour certains systèmes MIMO permettent le calcul du compromis 
optimal (rp(lü),IWa(Jlü)l), où rp(lü) est le plus grand poids de performance pour 
lequel la performance robuste peut être obtenue avec IWa(Jlü)1 fixe. 
Les systèmes MIMO avec un modèle linéaire fractionnel d'incertitude sont 
considérés comme cas plus général pour le réglage de contrôleurs robustes. 
L'approche est de modifier une interconnexion du paramètre Q et des poids 
d'incertitude dans la structure IMC. En définissant une matrice H transformant Q 
en K dans une transformation linéaire fractionnelle, le contrôleur robuste K peut 
être obtenu par l'intetIDédiaire du paramètre Q. La stratégie de réglage de la loi de 
commande robuste MIMO dépend de cette structure IMC. Une procédure de 
conception systématique est présentée pour réalis'er un paramètre Q sous-optimal et 
une technique de réglage. Un exemple numérique illustre la conception de 
commande robuste MI MO et la procédure de réglage basées sur l'optimisation .. 
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CLAIMS OF ORIGINALITY 
The following original contributions and results are presentèd in this thesis: 
• Formulation of an IMC representation of the c1assical feedback control 
loop to analyze the tradeoff between performance and robustness in 
SISO L TI stable plants. Presentation of the theorems (Theorem 2.2 and 
2.3) give an explicit function of frequency that c1early exposes such a 
tradeoff between the maximum magnitude of the additive plant 
perturbation and the performance weighting function. The optimal 
controller can be obtained in the frequency domain by simple 
computations. 
• Proof of Theorem 2.2 and 2.3. 
• Presentation of four different approaches to get the controller transfer 
functions in R'ft, which could approximate the optimal controller in 
frequency domain. Numerical examples illustrate the techniques. 
• Formulation of the IMC-based framework of multi-input and multi-
output (MIMO) systems with linear fractional uncertainty mode!. 
• Construction of MIMO system with IMC-based structure to approach 
the optimal controller via the IMC Q -parameter. A set of transform 
matrices and corresponding structures are defined. 
• Achievement of robust tuning strategy of the IMC structured system. 
Implementation algorithms that support. a tractable tool for 
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control system designers and plant engineers as the original 
purpose of this research. 
• An alternative to DK iteration, UQ iteration, provides another way 
to design the robust controller in /1 synthesis. Numerical examples 
show promising results for the algorithm in certain cases. 
• Numerical example illustrates the design procedure for MIMO 
system to get a sub-optimal robust controller and the tuning 
technique. 
Most of these results appeared in articles that have been published or submitted 
for publication as follows. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Robustness of control systems to disturbance and uncertainties has always been a 
central issue in feedback control. For a linear time-invariant plant, model 
uncertainty can often be characterized as an unknown stable perturbation, 
bounded by the magnitude of a given weighting function in the frequency domain 
[1], which defines an uncertainty set. The true plant is assumed to belong to the 
family of perturbed plants parameterized by perturbations in the uncertainty set. 
The following controller design question arises from robustness considerations: 
Given such an uncertain plant model, what is the best possible controller design 
that will optimize sorne performance criterion for the worst-case model in the 
family of perturbed models? 
Typically, a robust 1-( or /1 controller design addressing this problem would be 
based on a set of weighting functions representing performance specifications and 
uncertainty sets with the goal of achieving the desired trade off between 
performance and robustness. However, once the robust controller is implemented, 
its parameters are fixed and no tuning is possible [30]-[35]. This may result in 
performance degradation or even instability as the plant 
1 
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dynamies change over time, e.g., from system component wear, or from 
changes in the raw material properties of industrial processes [2], [3]. Thus, the 
capability of tuning the controller is often required in order to re-establish a 
favourable trade off between performance and robustness on-Une, since an 
initial J( or Il controller design rarely has the best possible weighting 
functions for the plant [3]. 
Thus, as originally mentioned in [6] and [7], an important new challenge for 
control research is to pro vide industry with a set of design techniques and 
implementation tools for robust, on-Une tuneable controllers. It can be argued 
that one of the reasons why decentralized single-input single-output (SISO) 
PID or lead-Iag control is still widely used in the process industry (despite 
potentially severe performance limitations), is that PID controllers can be 
tuned on-line by operators or plant engineers to maintain process stability or 
perfoimance after a change in the dynamies. Not surprisingly, considerable 
research efforts went into the development of design techniques allowing on-
line tuning [30],[31],[32],[33],[34]. But these approaches are mostly focused 
on specifie aspects of the problem, and developed according to sorne specified 
requirements. 
Motivated by the requirements of application engineers and control system 
designers [3],[40]-[45], this thesis aims at developing a theoretical framework 
to address the problem of tuning robust controllers in a systematic and 
fundamental way. It also provides practical methods for robust controller 
design. The research is divided into two parts. The first part talks about the 
fundamental trade-off between performance and robustness in the control of 
SISO stable plants with additive model uncertainty. An explicit theorem is 
developed such that the optimal controller frequency response can be 
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computed in a simple way and on-line tuning becomes realistic. The second 
part extends the methodology of the first part to the multi-input multi-output 
(MIMO) stable plants with model uncertainty represented as linear fractional 
transformation (LFT). 
Introduced in Chapter 2, internaI model control (IMC) [2] features an attractive 
control structure allowing sorne tuning of the IMC controller Q while keeping 
the nominal closed loop stable. IMC is based on the so-called model reference 
transformation, or Q -parameterization, of all stabilizing controllers for stable 
plants that has been widely used in the theory of optimal control, e.g., [8], [9]. 
Controller K can be obtained via the Q -parameter, 
K = Q(l - p,.QrI , 
where Q E R1( , and p,. is the nominal stable plant mode!. An IMC 
representation of the classical feedback control loop is used to analyze the 
tradeoff between performance and robustness in SISO linear time-invariant 
stable plants, which represents a fundamental aspect of robust control design. 
We present a theorem giving an explicit function of frequency, which we calI 
v, that clearly exposes su ch a tradeoff between the maximum magnitude of the 
additive plant perturbation and the performance weighting function. The 
structured singular value is used to obtain the result of this kind of two-disk 
optimization problem, where the weighting function on the control signal plays 
the role of a hard constraint. Furthermore, the optimal controller in the theorem 
is given in the form of the frequency response of the Q -parameter. The design 
and tuning of the robust tuneable controller relies on an approximate solution 
of a rational stable controller corresponding to the frequency response that can 
be solved using several recommended techniques in Chapter 3. 
3 
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One of the implementation solutions in Chapter 3 is the linear matrix 
inequality (LMI) method [13] to get a finite impulse response (FIR) IMC filter 
which approximately matches the optimal frequency response as given in the 
theorem. A numerical example shows that the proposed algorithm has a 
reasonable computational cost and good convergence. The LMI technique can 
support automatic or operator-initiated on-line controller tuning in response to 
changes in the size of the plant uncertainty or new performance requirements 
for the plant. 
Following the results of Chapter 2, Chapter 4 extends the analysis to MIMO 
plants with a linear fractional uncertainty model [3]. The first step is to build 
the framework such that the perturbed plant Pa =:F;(P",il) in feedback with the 
controller can be reconfigured as an interconnection of the Q-parameter and 
the uncertainty weights, in the so-called 'IMC-based structure'.- The desired 
optimal or suboptimal controller K is mapped back from the Q -parameter. 
The mapping between K and Q has to be defined in an LFT format, 
K ~ :F; (H, Q), where the matrix H is provided in the text. This new structure 
allows the optimization problem of the robust control system to be formulated 
in terms of Q. Il -analysis is applied in the setting up of the optimization 
problem, and the final formulation is obtained via an equivalent transform 
which is so called chain-scattering representation (CSR) [19],[20]. 
At the end, the optimal or suboptimal Q -parameter is implemented by the 
optimization algorithm which is developed to achieve the design 
specifications. 
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As desired performance and robustness requirements are specified via the 
introduction of weighting transfer functions, these weighting functions are 
regarded as 'tuning knobs' of the design [21]. Even though the difficulty 
associated with multi-input multi-output (MIMO) robust design made it too 
hard to provide an explicit theorem for the tuning requirements, the IMC 
structure provides a clear and simple constraint on robust stability in terms of 
Q -parameter and the uncertainty weighting functions. This is the crucial point 
of our structure since it provides the possibility of mairitaining robust stability 
by considering only the Q -parameter and the uncertainty weighting functions. 
In this way, Chapter 5 demonstrates that tuning of the robust controller can be 
done through sorne simple computations that the plant engineer can handle 
easily. 
Choosing appropriate frequency-dependent weights is an important part of the 
tuning strategy. To support a practical method of choosing these new 
weighting functions without losing the robust performance, optimization 
algorithms introduced in Chapter 5 also support an optional result in the 
control system design procedure. This option pro vides a set of optimal 
maximum magnitude weighting functions corresponding to the optimal or 
suboptimal Q -parameters. Research in the field of optimizing weighting 
functions in robust control design [21],[22] provides the background ideas for 
our maximum weighting functions search. 
Chapter 4 and 5 together provide a new and systematic robust controller design 
procedure for the control system designer, based on the IMC framework. The 
optimal or suboptimal controllers designed by this new technique are tuneable, 
which is not the case for 'classical' H~ and Il -synthesis controllers 
[40],[41],[42]. With a set of new weighting functions, 'tuned' optimal 
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controllers can be obtained by a simple computation which can be initiated by 
plant engineers. An example from the MA TLAB toolbox, which has also been 
considered by other researchers [21], is used to illustrate the design procedure 
of the robust tuning strategy. 
Besides the contributions stated in Chapters 3 to 5, another related result in this 
research is the UQ iteration algorithm for the design of suboptimal controllers, 
which is introduced in Chapter 6. In robust control design based on the / 
structured singular value, f.L -synthesis is implemented with a DK iteration 
[1],[3]. But there are known problems with the DK iteration procedure 
[50],[51],[52]. One significant problem is that the computational cost of DK 
iteration may be too high [60]. Furthermore, the execution of the algorithm 
often needs to be overseen by the engineer to steer it out of numerical pitfalls 
[60]. Chapter 6 introduces the so-called UQ iteration to get the optimal or 
suboptimal Q -parameter in the frequency domain. Although it gives only a 
local solution which may not be global, numerical examples illustrate that 
there are man y cases where the UQ iteration performs better than the DK 
iteration. 
Chapter 7 gives the conclusion of this research and briefly mentions the future 
work. 
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The Fundamental Tradeoff Between 
Performance and Robustness 
Control systems must fundamentally trade off performance with robustness to 
plant uncertainty. For example, increasing the controller gain is desirable for 
improving tracking and disturbance rejection, but only up to a point at which 
uncertainty in the plant gain can potentially render the c1osed-Ioop system 
unstable. Plant uncertainty arises from the inevitable discrepancy between the true 
plant and its model. Rence, controller design aims at achieving an acceptable 
tradeoff between the conflicting goals of tracking or regulation performance 
versus robustness to plant uncertainty. This chapter presents the fundamental 
tradeoff between performance and robustness in the case of an uncertainty plant 
described with an additive uncertainty model. 
2.1 Robustness and Robust Control 
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Robustness is a measure of tolerance that a control system has to perturbation in 
its dynamics before instability is reached or performance is lost. A low measure of 
stability robustness means that the control system is not likely to remain stable in 
the presence of plant variations. 
The optimal linear-quadratic-regulation (LQR) problem can be reduced to the 
solution of a matrix Riccati differential equation for a fixed time problem, or to a 
matrix Riccati algebraic equation for an infinite time problem. However, the LQR 
theory does not deal with two critital issues associated with the design of 
feedback control systems in industrial control problems, namely, sens or noise and 
plant uncertainty [61],[62]. In 1961, Kalman and Bucy developed astate-variable 
version of the Wiener filter, which allowed for the optimal estimation of the 
system state variables from noisy measurements of the system output. The 
optimal estimation problem (also known as linear-quadratic-estimation (LQE) 
problem) was also reduced to the solution of a Riccati equation. 
Both the LQR and the LQE problems requrre an accurate mathematical 
description of the system which is not routinely available and most plant operators 
have no idea as to the statistical nature of the external disturbances impinging on 
their plant. 'ft optimal control is a frequency-domain optimization and synthesis 
the ory that was developed to address the questions of plant modeling errors and 
unknown disturbances. The basic philosophy is to treat the worst-case scenario 
and the optimization is based on the infinity norm rather than the quadratic norm 
in LQR and LQE problems [63]. 
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To achieve desired performance using feedback control, we have to consider the 
design tradeoffs for conflicting objectives--namely, how to achieve the benefits of 
feedback in the face of uncertainties [1]. 
r 
Figure 2.1. Standard feedback configuration. 
Consider the continuous time feedback system with output disturbance shown in 
.Figure 2.1. Good performance at plant output y requires, in general, large output 
loop gain qJK(jw)Pt. (jw)]» 1, where Q(.) denotes the minimum singular value, 
in the frequency range where d is significant for desensitizing the control system 
against d [1]. Hence, good multivariable feedback design boils down to achieving 
high loop (and possibly controller) gains in the necessary frequency range. 
But loop gains cannot be made arbitrarily high over arbitrarily large frequency 
ranges [1]. Rather, they must satisfy certain performance tradeoffs and design 
limitations. -A major performance tradeoff, for example, concerns error reduction 
with respect to commands and disturbance versus stability under the model 
uncertainty. As known in feedback control theory, good robusthess and good 
sensor noise rejection require in sorne frequency range, typically sorne high-
frequency range, 
0'[ Pt. (jw)K(jw)]« 1, 0'[ K(jw)]« M , 
where M is not too large [1]. 
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These design requirements are specified by choosing the specifie frequencies 
ranges. Depending on the applications, the designer has theknowledge of the 
characteristie in these frequencies ranges about the disturbance, the modeling 
uncertainties, and the sensor noise levels. 
In robust control, 1( or fJ synthesis, weighting functions are used in order to 
utilize the optimal control theory. These weighting functions characterize the 
plant uncertainties and the design criteria. Their choiee for a particular practieal 
problem describes the desired tradeoff between robust stability and robust 
performance. And their adjustment represents the tuning 'knob' in robust 
controller design. 
2.2 Framework of IMC-Based Plant Model with Additive Uncertainty 
The conventional setup of a unity-feedback control system is shown in Figure 2.1 
[2], Pt. is the plant modeled as Pt. = ~ + Ll where ~ is the nominal model and il is 
a stable perturbation in the additive uncertainty set. 
.y 
r 
Figure 2.2. Unit y feedback control system. 
Figure 2.3 below shows a system that, through the IMC structure, is equivalent to 
the system in Figure 2.2. The filter 
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Q(s):= K(s)[ 1 + ~ (s)K(s) t (2.1) 
can be designed according to the optimal procedures outlined in [2]. But here, our 
focus is on a setup with additive plant uncertainty, in which the performance 
specification and the constraint on the control signal are given by weighting 
functions. 
r 
,------------------
...... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
K 
Q 
Figure 2.3. IMC block diagram equivalent to Figure 2.2. 
Notice that the desired controIler can be obtained from Equation (2.1), 
K(s) = Q(s)[ 1 - ~(s)Q(s)t . (2.2) 
In fact, aIl stabilizing controllers for ~ are parameterized by (2.2) with Q E RHoo . 
Let the perturbed plant be given by: 
(2.3) 
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where ~ is the nominal plant mode l, 6 a E J-C IS the normalized additive 
perturbation with 116a IL < 1 , Wa E Rri.. is the scalar weighting function 
characterizing the maximum size of the perturbation at each frequency. Let 
6 := W
a
6
a
• The block diagram of Figure 2.2 boils down to the simple feedback 
interconnection of the IMC filter with the plant perturbation, as shown in Figure 
2.3. 
.,w 
Figure 2.4. IMC filter as a feedback around the perturbation. 
Clearly, the robust stability of the system in Figure 2.4 is determined by the small-
gain theorem. Namely, the closed-Ioop system is weIl posed and internally stable 
for all L\ E ri .. , with 11L\(jm)11 < IWa (jm)l, 'V mE lR, if and only if 
IIQ(jm)11 < IWa (jm)r' , "i mE lR . (2.4) 
Therefore, the inverse of the size of the uncertainty yields a direct frequency-by-
frequency constraint on the magnitude of the stable IMC filter to preserve robust 
stability. Based on this simple analysis, we next tackle the problem of fin ding 
constraints on the IMC filter to maintain robust performance. 
Consider the IMC structure in Figure 2.5. It is well known that for a stable 
nominal plant, nominal closed-Ioop stability is guaranteed if and only if the IMC 
filter Q is stable [2]. A performance weight Wp is added on the error signal for 
12 
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sensitivity minimization, and a weight Wu is placed on the control signal to satisfy 
actuator constraints. The normalized additive perturbation is pulled out and the 
system is rearranged into a G - ~a linear fractional transformation (LFT) form, as 
shown in Figure 2.6(a), where G is the closed-Ioop transfer matrix (which 
depends on Q) mapping the output of the perturbation and the reference r to the 
input of the perturbation and the weighted error e p • 
U1 
W y 
Q P,. 
ep 
P,. 
Figure 2.5. IMC block diagram with weighting functions. 
r 
G 
Figure 2.6. (a) LFT form of system; (b) Setup for Il-analysis. 
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Often, stàbility is not the only property of a closed-Ioop system that must be 
robust to perturbations. Typically, there are exogenous disturbances acting on the 
system (e.g., wind gusts, sensor noise) that result in tracking and regulation errors. 
Under perturbation, the effect that these disturbances have on the error signal can 
greatly increase. In most cases, long before the onset of instability, the closed-
loop performance will degrade to a point where it is no longer acceptable [1]. 
Assume G is a stable, real-rational, proper transfer function with ql +% inputs 
and PI + P2 outputs. Partition G as 
(2.5) 
so that GII has ql inputs and PI outputs, and so on. Define an augmented block 
structure: 
(2.6) 
The setup is to address theoretically the robust performance question for the loop 
in Figure 2.6. 
Robust performance of the system requires that the upper linear fractional 
transformation ~ {G,.1a } = r ~ e p satisfy ,,~{ G,.1a HL < 1, V.1a E 1-(, Il.1a IL < 1 [1]. 
We have the following result from [1], 
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Theorem 2.1: For aU L1a(s)e R'ft withllL1alL < 1, the loop shown in Figure 2.6(a) 
is well-posed , internaUy stable, and IIFu (G, L1a )IL < 1 if and only if 
sup,ur[G(jm)] <1, 't/me IR. 
(VER 
Clearly, a controller that guarantees robust performance can be found, if one 
exists, by solving the following optimization problem over aIl stabilizing 
controllers 
inf sup.ur[ G(jm)] 
Qe'R1-f.. (VER 
(2.7) 
and making sure the infimum is less than 1. 
The transfer matrix G for the system in Figure 2.6 is given by: 
(2.8) 
For a given Q, the robust performance condition is satisfied if and only if 
sup J1r [ G(jw) ] :s; 1. This is satisfied if and only if, for each frequency [1], 
(j) 
(2.9) 
d (j) is real scalar. 
This "two-block J..t" problem has the following upper bound at every frequency: 
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,ur [G(jm) 1 ~ IIGl1 (jm)1I' + IIG22 (jm)1I' + 2 IIG\2(jm)11IIGzl (jm)11 
= IIWa (jm)Q(jm)11 +IIWp (jm)[I -Q(jm)~(jm) 111 
(2.10) 
Thus, a suffident condition for robust performance is obtained using the upper 
bound in (2.10), 
JLr [G(jm) 1 ~ IIWa (jm)Q(jm)11 + Ilwp (jm) [1 - Q(jOJ)~ (jOJ) 111 < 1, V ()) E IR. (2.11) 
Since we want to keep the stable IMC filter Q (s) tuneable, there are two 
questions that arise: 
(QI) Given the weighting functions, what is the optimal Q(s) that would 
rninirnize the upper bound on ,ur CG) , while ensuring robust stability? 
(Q2) What is the range and best "direction" of tuning for Q(s) so that the upper 
bound in Equation (2.11) remains less than one? 
Suppose the plant is square, nXn. To answer the first question, a rninimization 
problem is set up frequency by frequency: 
(2.12) 
where aIl transfer functions are evaluated at s = jm and the constraint IIQII < IWa rI 
enforces robust stability, at the possible expense of the robust performance level 
as expressed by the objective function in (2.12). Note that the Main Loop 
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Theorem 2.1 [1] does not guarantee robust stability for aIl possible plant 
perturbations in the baIl lI~a IL < 1 whenever fir [ G (jm) ] > 1 at sorne frequency m. 
However, we wou Id like to keep robust stability as a hard constraint which is 
required in most applications. The optimization problem (2.12) is a version of the 
so-called two-disk optimization problem in 1ioo control the ory [12]. 
2.3 Two-Disk Problem 
A theory for the two-disk problem has been developed in [11] and [12] by 
expressing the problem as a distance minimization in the Banach space 1i
oo
' and 
then applying Banach space duality methods to characterize the solution. This 
theory leads to an approximate numerical solution. 
It is proven in [11], [12] that: 
1- An optimal Q(s) which minimizes (2.12) at each frequency does exist under 
the following assumptions: a) Plant ~(s) is strictly proper; b) Wa(s), Wp(s) are 
continuous. The result of the minimization is a function of the weighting matrices 
and is restricted to a certain range. 
2- The desired Q ( s) can be approximated by a finite convex optimization in the 
following manner. Restrict the discrete time Q ( z) to lie in the space Sm 
consisting of degree m analytic polynomials of the form ao +a,z+ ... +amzm with 
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real coefficients, and then discretize the unit circle sufficiently finely with respect 
to m. This yields a convex problem in the variables ao' al' ... , am . For any fixed m, 
this convex problem generates an upper bound for Il and a suboptimal control 
law, since Q ( z) is restricted to a proper subspace of 'J-C of the unit disk. The 
problem is then amen able to standard applications of convex programming 
techniques. Such a technique is the ellipsoid algorithm of Shor, Yudin and 
Nemirovski, which can solve the problem approximately in the framework of a 
Linear Matrix Inequality Problem (LMIP) [5]. Finally Q(z) is transformed into 
the continuous-time Q ( s) using the bilinear transformation. 
2.4 Fundamental TradeotT Between Performance and Robustness for 
SISO Plants 
In the feedback control system in Figure 2.2, the linear time-invariant (LTI) , 
stable, causal plant belongs to the family of perturbed plant models 
B, :={~(s)+~(s):~(S)E A}, 
where set A of additive uncertainty is defined using a causal, stable, minimum-
phase weighting function ~ (s) as 
A := {~(s) causal, stable : 1~(jm)1 < IWa (jm)l, for all m} . (2.133) 
For convenience, define the normalized additive uncertainty set 
Aa := {~a (s) causal, stable: I~a (jm)1 < 1, for all m} . 
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The closed-Ioop performance specification is given as a constraint on the 
magnitude of the perturbed sensitivities S p (s) = 1 , for aH Pt:. (s) in ~. 
1 + K(s)Pt:. (s) 
This specification is characterized by the causal, stable, minimum-phase 
weighting function Wp(s) as 
ISp(jm)1 < IWp-1(jm)1 for aH Pt:.(s) in~, and for aIl mE~. 
Assuming that a stabilizing controller K(s) exists such that the above 
specification is satisfied, we define a performance versus robustness tradeoff as 
the pair (IWp (jm)1 ,IWa (jm)1) . At a broad level, su ch a tradeoff can be intuitively 
characterized as follows. The larger the uncertainty level IWa (jm)1 is, the smaller 
the weight IW/jm)1 may have to be for controller K(s) to achieve robust 
performance. Note that the weighting functions need not be the magnitudes of 
rational functions in the end, although we use such functions for easier reference 
to the literature. The optimal tradeoff (r/m),IWa(jm)1) for a family of plants ~ is 
achieved by controller K (s) if the non-negative function rp(m) satisfies 
rp (m) ~ IWp (jm)1 for aIl tradeoffs (Iwp (jm)1 ,IWa (jm)l). This definition of optimal 
tradeoff maximizes the achievable performance for a fixed uncertainty set A. 
Now we start to explore an explicit formula to indicate the tradeoff 
(lwp(jm)I,lwa(jm)1) for the stable plant model defined by additive uncertainty, and 
obtajn the optimal robust controller to get the tradeoff. 
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Before we state the theorem, we introduce the following proposition and lemma. 
Note that, unless indicated otherwise, aIl transfer functions are evaluated at s = jOJ 
in the remainder pat of this chapter, but the argument jOJ is dropped to ease the 
notation. 
Proposition 2.1 
For SISO plants (we use a lower case notation for SISO transfer functions), the 
sufficient condition for robust performance in (2.11) is also necessary as the 
bound is tight: 
(2.13) 
Proof: 
Assume more generally that the structured uncertainty set r c cnxn • It is known 
that the structured singular value J.Lr(G) is bounded by the spectral radius p(G) 
and the largest singular value 0=( G) , 
p(G) ~ J.Lr(G) ~ O=(G). (2.14) 
These bounds can be refined by considering transformations of G that do not 
affect J.Lr(G) , but do affect p(G) and O=(G). Define the following matrix sets: 
T:={T = diag [~, ... ,T,]: 1'; E C'iX'i ,1'; = 1';* > 0, li + ... + r, =n.}. 
Therefore, the bounds in Equation (2.14) can be tightened to [1] 
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maxp(UG):::;; maxp(!':.sG) = Pr(G):::;; inf a(TGT-1). 
UeU A,er. TeT 
IA,I~I 
Now, let us compute the spectral radius p(!':.sG) for the two-block case, 
Use similarity transformation matrices keeping the eigenvalues of !':.sG invariant: 
[1 0] _1 [1 0] V= and V = . 1 1 -1 1 
Weget 
p(!':.sG) = p(V-1L\sGV) 
= p([ ~1 ~]8,G[: ~]J 
=p([ ~1 
=p([ ~1 
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Renee, 
In the SISO case, 
maxp(l1sG) làsll~1 
= max 1-l1awaq+ I1 p wp (l-qPn)1 là.I~I·làpl~1 
= IwaQI+lwp (1-qPn)l· 
This gives 
• 
The above minimization problem can be reformulated as follows. Define 
(2.15) 
where q,"F qp" E C, r '" :::: is the relative size of the uncertain ty. and fi = 1 w pl. 
The quantity Iqll + fJr-1 1 - qll is best viewed as the sum of the lengths of the 
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vectors Iqtl and fir-tI1- qtl in the complex plane. The vector fir- t (1- qt) starts 
from the tip of vector qt' and itself or its extension passes through the point 1, as 
shown· in Figure 2.7. It is clear that the minimum sum of vector lengths is 
obtained when the two vectors are aligned on the positive real axis as is shown in 
the following lemma. This means that the best direction for tuning the ·IMe filter 
q is along the inverse of the nominal plant, since q =!h..., qt E lR+ . 
Pn 
--~------~-----'Re 
Figure 2.7. Minimization of the sum of two vector lengths. 
Lemma 2.1: 
Ca) Suppose fi> r, I.e., the performance weight IS larger than the relative 
uncertainty. 
Then qtopt = min {l, r-t }, and 
{ 
r, 
F-
- l+P(l-r- t ), 
qtopt = 1 
-t 
qtopt = r 
Cb) Now suppose fi <;; r, i.e., the performance weight is smaller than the relative 
uncertainty. Then 
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F = 13. qlapt = 0 . 
Proof: 
First we prove what we calI the alignment property. Let ql = RejO , then 
F = min {rR+ f3.JR 2 +1-2RcosB}. 
ReR+ ,Be[O,Ir] , , 
v 
=:f(R,O) 
Define FR := min f(R,B), then we have 
Be[O,Ir] 
FR =f(R,O)=rR +f3.JR2 +1-2R =rR +f3I1- RI. 
So dearly for any fixed R, the minimum is attained when ql is real and positive. 
Now the daim is that 
F = min f(R,B) = min FR' 
ReR+ ,Be[O,Ir] R'?O 
Suppose not. Then 3(Ro.Bo) such that f(Ro.Bo) < F~, a contradiction. Hence. 
F = min FR and %ap.t = Rapt is real and positive. From Figure 2.7, we have the 
R'?O 
folIowing cases leading to different solutions, aIl based on the required alignment 
property of vectors ql and f3r-1 (1- q\) on the real line to minimize their sum of 
lengths. 
Case f3 > r: the performance weighting function IS greater than the relative 
uncertainty. Then. qlopt = min {l, r-I } and 
24 
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F=minFR =YR+P1I-RI={ "P y, -\ R~O 1 + (1- y ), 
q\opt = R = 1 
-\ . 
q\opt = R = Y 
Note that the robust stability constraint Iq\1 ::;; Y-\ is active in the case 
R -\ q\opt = = Y . 
Case fJ ::;; y: the performance weight is less than the relative uncertainty. Then, 
F=minFR =minyR+PII-RI=P, %opt = R =0. R~O R~O 
• 
These results stated in terms of the nominal plant model and the weighting 
functions are summarized in Theorem 1 below, which gives the optimal qUO) 
frequency by frequency. 
Theorem 2.2 
(a) Suppose Iwpl> Wa , Le., the performance weight is larger than the relative 
Pn 
uncertainty. Then, ql"" = min {1' ~: } and 
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Wa 
qlopt = 1 
v(G)= Pn 
l+hl(l- ~:} qlopt = l!!t. wa 
(b) Suppose IWp l:5 wa , i.e., the performance weight is smaller than the relative 
Pn 
uncertainty. Then, qlopt = 0 and 
Finally qopt = qloptPn -1 is the optimal frequency response of the IMC filter that 
minimizes I1r (G) while satisfying the actuator constraint. 
Remarks 
1- The real number qlopt can be seen as a gain on qopt' The most favorable 
direction of the IMC filter q for· improving robust performance is along the 
inverse of the plant. The phase of q(jm) should therefore be set equal to the phase 
of Pn -t(jm). 
2- When the performance weight exceeds the relative uncertainty, the robust 
performance index I1r (G) cannot go below the latter. This is a typical situation in 
the passband of the control system. In this case, the optimal IMC controller is the 
plant inverse, which is of course impractical as it leads to a controller with infinite 
gain over certain frequency intervals. 
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3- When the performance weight is smaller than the relative uncertainty, the 
robust performance index f.1r (G) is limited by the former. This is a situation 
where the uncertainty dominates the tradeoff, e.g., at high frequencies. It turns out 
that the optimal robust performance level f.1r (G) = Iwpl is obtained by "turning 
off" the controller at frequency OJ, which of course leads to a direct open-Ioop 
path from the reference through the weighting function Iwpl in Figure 2.5. 
4- A necessary condition for robust performance is: min {Iwpl, wa } $; 1, "if OJ. Pn . 
5- A direct minimization of f.1 without imposing the constraint of robust stability 
/ql/ < .!!!1.. yields the elegant result f.1r (G) = min {Iw pl, Wa }. 
~ ~ 
This analysis provides insight into the performance vs robustness tradeoff, but it is 
clear that we need to include a weighting function on the control signaIs to avoid 
the singularity of infinite-gain control. Referring back to Figure 2.2, the perturbed 
closed-Ioop transfer function from the reference to the control signal (SISO case) 
is given by: 
(2.16) 
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'v'1~al<l. Note that from the above robust stability constraint Iqll< Pn ,we obtain 
wa 
Iqwa 1 = ql wa < 1. Thus, the tightest constraint is: Iqwu 1 S l-lqwJ Therefore, the 
Pn 
resulting constraint on the IMC filter is given by: 
(2.17) 
Inc1uding this constraint in Theorem 2.2, we get the main result providing a 
frequency response characterization of an optimal IMC filter in Theorem 2.3. 
Recall that all transfer functions are evaluated at frequency OJ. 
Theorem 2.3: 
(a) Suppose Iwpl> Wa , i.e., the performance weight is larger than the relative 
Pn 
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%opr = 1 
V(G)= IwJ~I~.1 +hl( 1 IwJ~I~.J· q,,," ~ IwJ~I~.1 
(b) Suppose Iwpl:::; wa , i.e., the performance weight is smaller than the relative 
Pn 
uncertainty. Then, qtopr = 0 and 
Finally qopr =qtoprPn-J is the optimal frequency response of the IMC filter that 
minimizes #reG) while satisfying the actuator constraint. 
Remarks 
, 1- The actuator constraint specified by Wu brings up a slight difference between 
v( G) and v( G). Namely, in the passband of the closed-Ioop system, the Q 
parameter is limited in gain by both the uncertainty and the actuator constraint as 
we then have Iql:::; 1 Il 1 l' and this affects the optimal level of performance 
Wu + Wa 
since: 
(2.18) 
2- The problem of finding a (sub)optimal controller that minimizes I1r (G) 
directly, i.e., l1-synthesis, is slightly different from our approach. The Il 
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. synthesis approach underlies various algorithms to solve the problem such as the 
D - K iteration, and the MATLAB ,li -Analysis and Synthe sis toolbox is a 
powerful software to implement them. In a typical ,li -synthesis, the minimization 
is performed not only on the closed-Ioop sensitivity, but also on the closed-Ioop 
transfer functions linking the output of the additive perturbation to its input, and 
the output of the fictitious perturbation associating Wu to the reference input. On 
the other hand, Theorem 2.3 solves a minimization of f.ir (G) in which Wu plays 
the role of a hard constraint, as it should, instead of being part of the objective 
function to be minimized. 
3- Note that the possibility of an infinite gain controller at sorne frequencies is 
still present, namely for the case q,,,,, = min {1'1 w. Il ~llw" I} = 1 in the passband of the 
control system. The theorem shows that robustness does not suffer in this case, so 
it is up to the designer to decide how high a gain is acceptable for K(jOJ) . 
4- Theorem 2.3 allows us to draw sorne additional interesting conclusions as 
guidelines for controller design: 
• If the additive uncertainty level /wa / and/or the control weight /wu 1 is increased, 
ql has to decrease for the best tradeoff. 
• The robust performance level degrades linearly, i.e., v(G) increases, with an 
increase in 1 w pl· 
Aiso note that all remarks pertaining to Theorem 2.2 still ho Id true here. 
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2.5 Plant with Right-Half Plane Zeros 
Our previous analysis does not restrict the plant model to be minimum phase, a 
simple pro of in the following text shows that the proposed robust controller 
design technique works the same way when the plant is nonminimum phase. 
Let Pn (s) be the nonminimum-phase plant and Pn (s) = Ba (s) Po (s), where Ba (s) 
k 
is the Blaschke product Bo (s) = Il -s + z; that has open RHP zeros, and Po (s) is 
;=1 s+ Z; 
the minimum phase part of P n ( S ) . 
Following the definitions in Section 2.3, consider at frequency OJ 
Since IBo 1 = 1 ,and Ip 01 = IPn l, this expression can be written as, 
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The optimization problem is formulated as, 
(2.19) 
which can be solved by Theorem 2.2, and 2.3. 
On the other hand, since Bo brings a phase contribution in Pn, and the optimal 
controller qopt is designed along the phase of Pn -1, the phase of qopt typically has a 
large positive part. This makes the implementation of a q(s) E R?-( with 
frequency response approaching qoPt(w) more difficult. Numerical example 2 in 
Section 3.3.2 will illustrate this point. 
Performance limitations due to RHP zeros can be represented by the 'waterbed 
effect' [1] of the sensitivity function for a stable system, see Figure 2.8. 
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1 
Figure 2.8. Waterbed effect of sensitivity function. 
The waterbed effect cornes from Bode's sensitivity integral which holds for 
stable systems: 
[lnls(jm)ldm=o. 
This integrals show that there will exist a frequency range over which the 
magnitude of the sensitivity function exceeds one if it is to be kept below one at 
other frequencies. This is the waterbed effect, from which we expect 
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that an increase in the bandwidth (IS (jm)1 smaller than lover a larger frequency 
range) must come at the expense of a larger peak in ISUm)l. 
We can also derive that the low-frequency asymptote of IS Um)1 crosses 1 at the 
frequency z/2 if z is a single real RHP zero [3]. We see that a RHP zero will 
pose control limitations either at low or high frequencies. Since, in most cases we 
desire tight control at low frequencies, with a RHP zero this may be achieved at 
frequencies lower than z / 2. This bandwidth limitation imposed by RHP zero 
states that RHP zeros located close to the origin (with Izl small) are bad for 
control [3]. In Section 3.3.2, example 2 illustrates this point from another 
perspective. 
2.6 Summary 
An IMC representation of the classical feedback control loop was chosen to 
analyze the tradeoff between performance and robustness in single-input single-
output linear time-invariant stable plants, which represents a fundamental aspect 
of robust control design. We used Theorem 2.2, 2.3 giving an explicit function of 
frequency that clearly exposes such a tradeoff in order to ob tain the optimal 
frequency response of the Q parameter . 
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The proposed design and tuning of the robust controller relies on an 
approximation of the optimal frequency response fitting problem solved over the 
class of discrete-time, finite impulse response Q parameters via the solution of a 
linear matrix inequality problem. Note that nonminimum-phase nominal plants 
can easily be treated with the same approach since FIR Q parameters are always 
stable. 
As a bonus, the theorem provides a quick and simple way to compute the optimal 
robust performance lev el v( G) that is equal to the structured singular value ,ur (G) 
minimized over the set of robustly stabilizing Q parameters. 
Our proposed approach to robust control for SISO plants with additive uncertainty 
leads to the possibility for the control engineer to tune the controller on-line by 
directly changing either the uncertainty, the performance, or the actuator 
weighting function, as the need arises, which would trigger an optimization 
routine to compute a new Q parameter. 
An IMC representation of the classical unity-feedback control system is chosen to 
analyze the tradeoff between performance and robustness in SISO stable plants 
with additive uncertainty. Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 give an explicit formula for the 
achievable minimum structured singular value to obtain the optimal frequency 
response of the IMC controller Qopt (m). We show that a controller reducing the 
structured singular value below one at all frequencies provides robust 
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performance with respect to the chosen performance and uncertainty weighting 
functions, and therefore achieves the tradeoff (IWp(jm)1 ,IWa (jm)l) . 
Chapter 3 will introduce several practical methods to fit a reasonable q(s) E n1t 
with frequency response close to qopt Cm). Subsequent Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 
will address the robust tuneable control problem for multivariable plants with LFT 
uncertainty models. 
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Implementations of the Optimal 
Controller and Application to 
Quantitative Feedback Theory 
Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 in Chapter 2 provide an optimal controller by the !MC Q 
design method. The optimal controller is in the form of frequency response data. 
To convert these data into a controller in R'li"", several techniques are explored in 
this chapter. An application of the IMC Q design to quantitative feedback theory 
is also presented at the end of the chapter. 
3.1 Controller Approximation by Lead-Lags 
3.1.1 Controller Approximation Using a Graphical Interface 
The optimization problem solved by Theorem 2.2 provides a solution Qopt in 
terms of frequency response data. Once the nominal plant p,., the uncertainty 
weighting function Wa ' the actuator weighting function ~ , and the 
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performance weighting function Wp are known, the optimal filter Qopr is 
computed frequency-by-frequency in the chosen frequency range. 
A MA TLAB graphical interface developed by George Aoude at McGill' s 
lndustrial Automation Laboratory allows the user to design the lead-Iags to get 
a transfer function Q(s)e R1-( that approximately matches the optimal Qopr(m) 
by working on the Bode plot. The software package asks the user to input the 
transfer functions of the nominal plant and the weighting functions. It 
automatically computes the frequency response of the optimal filter Qopr and 
plots it on the interactive graphical interface shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1. Graphical interface for interactive design of an IMC 
controller fitting Qopr ( m) . 
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With this interface, the user first chooses the type of pole/zero to drop on the s-
plane by clicking on the corresponding radio button: 
• Real pole represented by 'P' 
• Real zero represented by 'Z' 
'. Complex conjugate pair of poles 'PP' 
• Complex conjugate pair of zeros 'ZZ' 
Then, the user drops the poles or zeros on the s-plane using the mouse. The 
control gain can be entered directly by typing a value inside the 'Gain' box. 
The chosen poles/zeros can be edited or deleted in the list boxes. The zoom 
option offers the user to zoom in or out the s-plane from the default axis scales. 
Every time a pole or zero is dropped on the s-plane, the Bode plot is refreshed 
automaticalIy. The user can also start from scratch by pressing the button 
'Reset AlI' . 
Since the IMC structure is equivalent to the standard feedback system in our 
discussion (see Section 2.1), once the user gets an appropriate Q(s) , the 
original desired controller K can be obtained by the following equation. 
K(s) = Q(s)/(l- Q(s)P" (s». 
This method relies on the user's experience to get a better approximation to 
Qopt (OJ). There is a tradeoff between the order of Q(s) and the accuracy of the 
fit. Usually, the result is reasonably good. The interface is easy to use and it is 
straightforward to check the result. User can arbitrarily decide the frequency 
bands where quality of fit is more important. 
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3.1.2 Numerical Example: Design of IMC robust controller using 
Theorem 2.3 and a lead-lag approximation method 
The open-Ioop transfer function of a positioning device is given as 
P ( ) _ 300k t; S - , 
s(s+a)+250 
where parameters k and a vary, due to the operating regime, over the intervals 
k E [5,13], and a E [12,20] . The goal is to design a controller such that the 
closed-Ioop step response has a first overshoot smaller than 20% and arise 
time tr < 0.3 s. 
Assume that the perturbed plant Pt; (s) is modeled as the sum of a nominal 
1 
plant model and a stable additive perturbation, 
Pt; (s) = P" (s) + des) . 
Further assume that the nominal plant is given as P"(s) = 2 3000 . Then, 
s + 16s+250 
the additive plant perturbations produced by variations in the parameters of Pt; 
can be described by the transfer function 
des) = 300k 3000 
s(s+a)+250 s2+16s+250' 
Define uncertainty weighting function Wa ( s) such that .1 ( s ) = Wa ( S ) Lla (s) , 
!!Lla!! < 1. Figure 3.2 shows the Bode plot of the perturbations where uncertain 
parameters k and a vary within their respective range. The uncertainty 
. h' f . . 1 d W ( ) 2500 welg tmg unctIon IS se ecte as a S = 2 . • 
S + 16s+250 
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To get the performance weighting function W/s) , we use the method 
introduced in [1], based on the maximum overshoot and rÏse time. We obtain 
WpCs) = 2 5000 ,whose dc gain is 25, which should result in an 
s +50s+200 
attenuation of the error by a factor of 0.04 at low frequencies. The control 
weighting function is chosen as a lead W (s) = s+50 with a small dc gain but 
u s+500 
with a high-frequency gaIn of one so that fast variations in the control signal 
are penalized in the design. 
o k----------·-------~--
-20 
-60 
-80 
-100 
Figure 3.2. Magnitude Bode plots of the additive plant perturbations and 
weighting function W
a 
(s). 
As a baseline for comparison, we first design a classical PID controller. Then 
an !MC controller will be designed using Theorem 2.2. The PID controller is 
designed based on the classical Chien-Hrones-Reswick compensation method 
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[82], which does not take robustness into account. The PID parameters are 
computed based on the shape of the step response of the open-Ioop plant and 
using the specification of maximum overshoot and rise time, 
K (s) = 0.41 0.0021s2 + 0.1755s + 1. 
PID 0.175s 
The step responses of the nominal and perturbed plants controlled with the PID 
controller are plotted in Figure 3.3. The perturbed plant Gpr(s) chosen here has 
k = 13 and a = 12, which yields the large st peak value in Figure 3.3. The 
overshoot of 18.2% and rise time tr < 0.1 s are within specification for the 
nominal plant, but the perturbed plant produces an overshoot of 24.3%, which 
does not meet the design specification. 
1.4 ....... ,.,_ ... , ... ,.., ...... ,........ . ....... 'y .......... ,--------, 
- Norrinal RanI 
-- Perturbed RanI 
1.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0-- -- _____ J.. 1 __ ._. __ ~ __ • ___ ._._..J.. ______ ! _________ , _______________ ... ___ , ..... 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Time (sec) 
Figure 3.3. The step response of the nominal and perturbed system using PID 
controller. 
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Next, a robust real-rational IMC controller Qapprox(s) approximating the Bode 
plot of QoPt(OJ) obtained using Theorem 2.3 is designed. The optimal structured 
singular value v(M(jOJ)] is plotted in Figure 3.4, but it can also be seen as the 
red curve in the bottom panel of Figure 3.8 (in dB). v[M(jm)] is equal to 
l~a(~OJ)11 at low frequencies and up to 75 rad/s, where it then starts to follow p,. (JOJ) 
the magnitude of the performance weighting function Iwp (jOJ)1 at higher 
frequencies. The transition from IIW' (jtlJ il to Iw (jtlJ)1 in the plot of v [M (jtlJ) 1 p,. (JOJ) p 
occurs at their intersecting point because the weighting function on the control 
signal IWu (jOJ)1 is not large enough to constrain robust performance. This 
observation can be made in the top panel of Figure 3.4, where clearly 
1p"(jOJ)I>IWa(jOJ)I+IWu(jOJ)1 at aIl frequencies. Rence, Qopt =p,.-I up to 75 rad/s, 
and QoPt = 0 at frequencies higher than 75 rad/s. 
F==---=--::.:.:-::.:.:::.:.:-=~=~-"-",,-
(dB) 0 -- - ~.~ 
--IPnl 
~---- IPdl 
IWul+IWal 
_ --__ ~ '----_'----'--'---'.J 
-50 -~ -~"-':::::::-..~ 
0~----------____ ~~~--~======4 
-50 
Figure 3.4. Magnitudes of the plant model and weighting functions. 
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Using Theorem 2.2 in Chapter 2, we can get the optimal Q -parameter in 
frequency data QoPt (w). Figure 3.5. shows the c1osed-Ioop system frequency 
response corresponding to PID controller and optimal Qopt(w), The upper plot 
in Figure 3.5 is the nominal plant, the lower one is of the perturbed plant. We 
can see the optimal controller performs perfectly well in both cases. 
1.5 
~--\ 
1- PID Il 
------ Optimal 
\ 
0.5 
\ 
0 :--,. 
10-1 10° 101 102 103 104 
1.5 
/""' 
---- \ 
0.5 \ 
~ 
0 
10-1 10° 101 1d 103 104 
W (radis) 
Figure 3.5. Frequency response of the c1osed-Ioop system with controllers 
There are several methods to get the transfer function of the controller in R1(. 
In this section, we use the graphical interface. 
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The controller K(s) = Q(s)P"(s) is computed from the designed Q -
l-Q(s)Pn(s) 
parameter Qopprox(s) obtained from the lead-Iag interface in Figure 3.6 and that 
approximately fits the frequency data. 
Q (s)= 7.5(s+14.35)2(s+9.93+ jlO.76)(s+9.93- jlO.76) 
approx (s+ l0.48)(s+ 19.86+ j20.69)(s+ 19.86- j20.69)(s + 19.86)(s + 23.72) 
Figure 3.6. The graphie interface to approach Qopt(Cù) by Qopprox(jCù). 
Now let us discuss the time domain results corresponding to Kopprox(s). 
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1.2 
--Perturbed system: 
- ~m'" .,,,~ ! 
-~- ---~-~-~=-=-=-------------~I 
0.4 
i 
0,2 
o - --" ~ __ L ~_~""_~1._"" _________ L _____ ._ " __ _L_ ___ J 
o 0.1 0,2 0,3 004 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0.9 1 
lime (sec) 
Figure 3.7. The step response of the system with the designed controller. 
In the time domain, Kapprox (s) produces step responses with the nominal and 
perturbed plant models that satisfy the design specification, as shown in Figure 
3.7. The overshoot with the perturbed plant is 10% and the cise time is 
tr = 0.1 s. The overshoot with the nominal plant is 14% and the cise time is 
Now let us check the structured singular value. The solid line in the lower plot 
of Figure 3.8 is the optimal structured singular value V[M (jw)]. Compare 
with the lower plot in Figure ~.5. We can see that at frequency point OJ= 75, 
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the norm of Wp starts to be smaller than that of Wa • So, according to Theorem P" 
2.2, we get the optimal structured singular value v [ M (jOJ) ] as shown in 
Figure 3.8. 
The plot in the top panel of Figure 3.8 is f.1r [M(jOJ)] computed for Qapprox(s), 
The structured singular value is larger than 1 at certain frequency intervals. 
Now, suppose that we change the desired tradeoff (IWp(jOJ)I,lwa(jOJ)1) by 
reducing the dc gain of W/s) from 25 of 10, at the possible cost of a worse 
tracking performance than originally specified. Then, the resulting structured 
singular value becomes smaIler than 1 at aIl frequencies as shown in the lower 
panel of Figure 3.8. The new robust performance tradeoff (IWp(jOJ)I,IWa(jOJ)1) 
is therefore achieved without changing Qapprox (s) . 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
OL-~~~~~~c~~~~Lb~~~~~ 
161 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 
Figure 3.8. Plots of the structured singular value. 
Figure 3.9 illustrates the robust stability constraint that was stated in Equation 
(2.4): 
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Figure 3.9. Plot of the norm of Qdsn (j(()) and IWa (jw)I-1 • 
Remark: 
This example used Theorem 2.3 to design the robust controller and the lead-
lags approximation interface to get the controller transfer function. The results 
illustrate the fundamental tradeoff between performance and robustness, by 
analyzing the tradeoff (IWp(j(())I,lwa(j(())1) under the constraint imposed by the 
actuator weighting function IWu (j(())I. 
The lead-Iag approximation method and the interface pro vide a quick and 
convenient way to get a low-order Qapprox (s), which Qapprox (j(()) is as close as 
possible to QoPt ( (()) on the Bode plot. Other techniques are required for a more 
accu rate fit, which will be introduced in Sections 3.2, 3.3. 
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3.2 IMC Q Design Using Nevanlinna-Pick Interpolation 
One way to design filters that interpolate given frequency response (FR) data 
points is to set up a model-matching problem and to use Nevanlinna-Pick (NP) 
interpolation theory to solve it [15]. The model-matching problem is standard 
in 1t~ control theory as it arises in the design of 'J-t controllers [25], [26]. 
The purpose is to design a stable discrete-time filter qdsn (jm) that interpolates 
the desired FR data qopt (m) at the complex points on the unit circle. Assuming 
the bilinear transformation is used: {e jOJi = 1 +f jm;: i = 1, ... ,N}, where T is the 
. 1-f jm; 
sampling period. 
The original problem is to design a filter q(s)e n1t~ such that 
• q(jOl;) = qopJm), i = 1, ... , N, 
• IIw(q-m)lI~ is minimized, 
where m(s)e R'J-t is a 'model' transfer function with desired smoothness 
properties in frequency domain that roughly interpolates the data pair 
[m,qopt(m)] . And w(s),W-1(S)E R1t~ is a weighting function so that the 
minimization of IIw(q-m)IL implies that the resulting q(s) will be close to 
mes) at those frequencies where 1 w(jm) 1 is chosen large. 
This problem is solved by 'boundary NP interpolation theory' in C'J-t 
[26],[27]. In [15], this interpolation theory is applied to obtain a function in 
n1t~ that we are looking for. 
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According to [15], the c1assical NP interpolation problem in the right half 
plane scaled with a constant y> 0 can be formulated as follows: 
NP interpolation problem: 
Given M complex numbers {y-tbi E C: ly-tbJ:;; l,i = 1, ... ,M} with a constant 
y> 0, and M distinct complex numbers in the open right half plane 
{aiE C:Re{ai}>O,i=I, ... M}. Find an interpolating function q(S)E C1{~ such 
that: 
• q(a) = y-tbi'i = 1, ... ,M , 
Pick's famous theorem pro vides a simple way to check if the above problem 
has a solution. Define the Hermitian matrices 
[ 
1 ] [ b.b~ ] A:= --. ,B:= _'_J_. . 
ai +a j .. _ ai +a j .. _ 
',J-l, .... M /,J-l, ... ,M 
Theorem 3.1: 
There exists an interpolating function satisfying NP interpolation problem if 
and only if the Pick matrix Q:= A - y-2 B is positive semi-definite. 
A well-known related result [25] states that the minimum achievable y, calI it 
yoP' , 1S equal to the square root of the largest eigenvalue of A -t BA -t , where A-t 
is the positive definite inverse of At which satisfies A = At At. The 
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corresponding function Yoprq(s) is the minimum-norm function interpolating 
the bi 's. 
When Q is positive semidefinite, one can construct an interpolating function q 
using Nevalinna's algorithm [25],[26],[27]. But before this algorithm can be 
described, a few definitions are in order. Let D be the open unit disk and aD 
be the unit circ1e. A Mobius function has the form 
z-b Mb(z):=--. , 
l-zb 
where Ibl < 1 . 
Sorne properties of Mb are: MbE CrC; IMb(z)I=1 on aD; Mb maps D onto 
D, aD onto aD; and M;' = M -b • An all-pass function is defined as follows: 
s-a 
Aa(s):=--., Re{a}>O. 
s+a 
Note that for every 01, IAa (j01)1 = 1. 
Nevanlinna's Aigorithm 
The algorithm presented here is from [25]. It is based on the fact that, for 
M = 1 in Problem III with data a and b, all solutions are given by 
{q(s):q(s) = M_b[ql(s)Aa (s)],q, E C1(,llq,!L :::;l} 
and the case of M points reduces to the case of M -1 points. A recursive 
solution to the general case of M data points can be given by mathematical 
induction. 
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The algorithm consists of two stages. This first stage is to format data for 
successive transformed pfoblems with 1 point, 2 points, etc., up to M points. 
The second stage uses these data to solve the problems until the solution 
emerges with the M data points. 
Summary: 
Application of this method gives good results with sorne plant models but 
yields high-order controllers. Accordingly, compensating filter designs are 
more suited to this NP interpolation approach, see [15]. 
3.3 A Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) Approach 
Linear matrix inequalities (LMI) and associated LMI techniques have emerged 
as powerful design tools in areas ranging from control engineering to system 
identification and structural design [13]. Three factors make LMI techniques 
appealing: 
• a variety of design specifications and constraints can be expressed as LMIs, 
• once formulated in terms of LMIs, a· problem can be solved exactly by 
efficient convex optimization algorithms (the 'LMI solvers'), 
• while most problems with multiple constraints or objectives lack analytical 
solutions in terms of matrix equations, they often remain tractable in the 
LMI framework. This makes LMI-based design a valu able alternative to 
classical 'analytical' methods. 
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Theorem 2 pro vides a characterization of the optimal frequency response of an 
IMC filter qopt' The implementation procedure is to find a stable transfer 
function qdsn (s) that fits the optimal frequency response. A frequency-by-
frequency optimization problem can thus be set up as follows: 
min Ilqdsn (j0l) - qopt (01)11 (3.1) 
qd",EH~ 
Since we have the magnitude and phase of qopt at each frequency point, we can 
treat this optimal magnitude and phase pair as frequency-response data points. 
Thus, along the frequency grid, the optimization problem (3.1) can be solved 
as a matrix norm inequality problem. Next, we set up an equivalent LMI 
problem to get the desired filter. 
3.3.1 Setup of the LMI problem 
Given the nominal plant model and the three weighting functions, qopt (01) is 
lirst computed using Theorem 2.2 over a chosen frequency grid. For each 
frequency OJk , k = 1,2, ... , N the optimization problem is: 
min p, su ch that 
qdsnEH_ 
(3.2) 
Following [14], we restrict qdsn to the space S of Lth-order discrete-time, 
causal, real finite impulse response filters. In order to do this, we use a 
sampling period r. to map the continuous-time frequency points to discrete-
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time frequency points over the range Qk E [O,Jr] using the bilinear 
transformation, we get 
Note that one cou Id use an FIR filter length of 2N and directly get its 
coefficients from the set of 2N real linear equations obtained by evaluating 
polynomial qdsn(z-l) at the N frequencies. However, although this technique 
pro vides perfect interpolation, and notwithstanding the increased filter order, it 
has the tendency of introducing significant oscillations in the frequency 
response of the filter. Thus a lower order filter is desirable. Then, the 
optimization problem (3.1) is transformed into the following convex LMI 
problem with complex matrices: 
min p2 , such that 
qdsneS 
(3.3) 
L 
h ( '1"\ ) - " - jQkm k - 1 N w ere qdsn JlU.k - L..Jqme ,- , ... , . 
m=O 
Recall that the inverse DFf yields a periodic impulse response qdsn[n], so we 
have to add this constraint to the LMI problem. Suppose qdsn[n] is periodic, its 
DFT qdsn(jQk) is a complex sequence: qdsn(jQk) = qre(jQk) + jqim(jQk). By the 
Hilbert transform relationship between the real part and imaginary part of 
qdsn (jQk) [16], we have for k = 1, 2 ..... N : 
(3.4) 
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h {
- j2cot(lrk / N), k odd 
w ere V(k):= ,0:S:k:S:N-1. 
0, k even 
(3.5) 
We add this equality constraint to the LMIP. Then the optimization problem 
becomes: 
min p2 , su ch that: 
q"",ES 
[ 
p2 [qdsn(jnk\qopt(nk)f]>o k=1,2, ... ,N. 
[qdsn (jnk ) -qopt (nk )] 
jqim (jnk ) = ..!.{~ V(k - m)qre (jnm ) 
N m=O (3.6) 
+ Ï V(k -m)qre(jnN _m)}, k = O, ... ,N /2 
m=NI2+1 
This procedure obtains a discrete-time FIR Q parameter, which is always 
BrnO stable as a discrete-time system, but we need to make sure that the 
original IMC structure turned into a sampled-data system is still robustly 
stable. If pathological sampling is avoided .. an argument along the lines of [17] 
using a zero-order hold and a bilinear discretization leads to a positive answer. 
3.3.2 Num~rical examples using LMI approach 
The approximation of qopt (w) by qdsn (jOJ) is not perfect. To analyze the effect 
of this approximation error, Proposition 3.1 gives a result to compute f.Jr (Gdsn ) 
which is different from the optimal v(G) , where Gdsn is the closed-Ioop 
transfer matrix of the system with controller qdsn • 
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Proposition 3.1 
The structural singular value I1(Gdsn ) with respect to Gdsn carl be computed as, 
a := qlopt E lR . 
Proof: 
At each frequency point, we define: qdsn =qldsnpn- I • Since qopt =qloptPn-
l
, we 
Since we already have the filter's frequency responses qopt and qdsn' we can 
compute: 
J.lr (Gdsn ) = Iwaql + Iwp (l-qPn)1 
Example 1: 
= w
a Iqldsn 1 + Iwp 111- qldsn 1 
Pn 
= wa aRo+lwpl~(aRo)2+1-2aRocos80' 
Pn 
• 
Consider a second-order nominal plant model with additive uncertainty: 
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1.5(s + 0.13) Th . h· f· 0.05(s + 10) P = e welg tmg unctlOns are w = , 
n s2+0As+9· a s+50 
0.5(s+0.1) 12.5 
w = , w = 
u s+5 p s+0.025 
The sampling period is ~ = 0.025s , and the number of frequency points is 
N=128. 
Magnitude of the functions 
Iwpl 
o 
(dB) 
·50 Iwa/pnl 
·100 
0.5 
0.5 
oc==--=~--~~~~~ 
10° 4.17 101 
-1 
Magnitude of the Q parameters 
[-_ .. -g~~~ 1 
----_.~_._-\ 
1 
1 
\ 
'------'-~~~ __ ~~1._ .. " __ ~.L._._ 
10° 101 
Phase of the Q parameters 
-2'------'-~~~--~~~~'-----' 
10° 101 
v corresponding ta Qopt and Qdsn 
Figure 3.10. Numerical example results of the minimum phase system. 
The verticalline on the left of Figure 3.10 indicates the boundary between the 
two different cases in Theorem 1. N amely, below lU = 4. 17rad/s we have 
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Iwpl > I~ l, and above we have Iwpl < I~ 1 where the optimal controller shuts 
off and v(G)=lwpl. Note that all frequency responses in the figure are from 
discretized transfer functions. Figure 6 on the right shows the effect of the 
approximation error of the designed FIR parameter qdsn on the optimal robust 
performance level v(G) as computed by Proposition 3.1. 
Example 2: 
In the nonminimum phase case, the RHP zero is added by an all-pass filter 
~ (s) = -s + Z • The results shown in Figure 3.11. 
s+z 
4.---------------, 
10° 
8 
6 i 
1 
4 r~ 
2 
10° 
,\ 
'i 
11 
IV. 
0.5 l'li 
0 
10° 
z=2 
Magnitude of the Controllers 
4.---------------, 
10° 
Phase of the Controllers 
8.-------------, 
6 
f 
! 4 
8.-------------, 
6 
I~ I~ 
v corresponding to Qopt and Qdsn 
2 2,----------, 
1.5 
z=20 z=80 
Figure 3.11 Numerical results for nonminimum-phase plant when RHP 
zeros are at: z=2, z=20 and z=80. 
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It canbe seen that getting a FIR filter that fits the optimal controller is harder 
with RHP zeros. And the further the zero from the origin, the better the result 
with the FIR filter is. 
Theorem 2.3 can be applied to nonminimum phase plants to get the theoretical 
optimal controller, although the performance limitation of RHP zeros will 
make it difficult to fit a FIR filter. In the above example, with the RHP zero z 
= 2, the optimal filter achieved by the LMI method could not maintain the 
upper bound of JI smaller than 1 at aIl frequency ranges. This means the 
robust performance is not guaranteed, it is limited by the RHP zero close to the 
origin in the plant. But for z = 20 and 80, further away from the origin, the FIR 
filter's fit is much better. The JI is smaller than 1 at aIl frequencies for z = 80, 
achieving robust performance. This analysis illustrates the results about 
performance limitation of RHP zero plants in literature (see [1], [3] and [10]), 
but from a different perspective. 
Remark 
By reformulating the problem in terms of LMIs, it can be solved efficiently 
using convex optimization algorithms (the LMI solvers), available in 
commercial software. This gives a systematic framework to obtain a real stable 
transfer function of the IMC controller approximating the optimal controller 
frequency response data. The simulation software coded in MATLAB using 
this method gave suboptimal solutions. Many examples tackled by this 
software program produced satisfactory results. 
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3.4 Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) 
--Another Approximation Tool for Implementing IMC Q 
Controller And a New Design Procedure for QFT Design 
This section briefly introduces the quantitative feedback theory (QFf) which is 
a frequency-domain controller design technique introduced by Horwitz (see 
[28] for an introduction). It then presents the method of approximating IMC Q 
Design optimal controller in R1t~ through QFf design toolbox software. By 
comparing the QFT to the IMCQD, a new design procedure for QFT is 
recommended which can help the QFT designer. 
3.4.1 Robust Design in Frequency Domain: QFT and IMCQD 
Quantitative Feedback Theory offers a direct frequency domain design 
methodology for satisfying robust performance objectives in uncertain plants. 
Control engineers often use experience and insight into a particular problem as 
the design guidelines and prefer to use manual loop shaping as the means of 
generating the controller. The designer can explicitly invoke practical 
constraints that are not easily handled in optimal control formulations such as 
pole location, minimal dampingratio, and controller and stability. Desired 
modifications about small frequency bands is transparent using QFT's open-
loop tuning. Mainly for such practical issues, the quantitative feedback theory 
has been used in the industrial control community, especially since many 
control problems are of the SISO type. The quality of the design strongly 
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depends on the skills of the control engineer, with respect to manu al loop 
shaping, even if sorne CAD software is used. Naturally, the availability of an 
initial design would be of great help to the QFT designer [88],[89]. 
Based on the experience in frequency domain design with both l1-synthesis 
and QFT design approaches, researchers are trying to combine them into a 
single design process. Reference [18] about the relationship between QFf and 
Je focused on comparing the resulting designs from the viewpoint of control 
bandwidth and on the conversion of the QFf problem into an J-( problem. 
Reference [18] introduces a technique that uses QFf to tune the J( optimal 
controller with the objective of reducing control bandwidth while maintaining 
robust performance. The design step in volves a DK iteration. As discussed in 
previous chapters, the technique of Il -synthesis implemented with a DK 
iteration has known problems. So, for a controller design scheme to be used to 
initialize the QFf design, the computational cost of DK iteration may be too 
high. Theorem 2.2, 2.3 for SISO system introduced in Chapter 2 provide a 
quick and simple way to get the frequency response data of an optimal 
controller. Applying Theorem 2.2, 2.3 to QFf can avoid DK iteration problem 
and gives the QFT designers a practical way to apply robust control design 
theory in their work. This technique will be introduced in section 3.4.3. 
3.4.2 Approximating the optimal controller through QFT 
By comparing QFT with IMC Q design, we can see that using QFf toolbox 
software can pro duce a controller in RJt that approximate the optimal 
controller designed by IMC Q design. 
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Framework of IMCQD and QFT 
The QFf design framework is different from norm-based IL synthesis. But it is 
possible to connect the weights from a norm-based formulation with the QFf 
framework, corresponding to the basic performance requirements. 
In !MC Q design, the weighting functions that specifies the system have to be 
at hands as the framework. But the QFf framework is fairly different, it is 
usually achieved by the following steps [28]: 
1) Representing the characteristics of the plant and desired system 
performance specifications in the frequency domain. 
2) Representing the plant characteristics by a set of LTI transfer functions 
that co ver the range of structured parametric uncertainty. 
3) Representing the system performance specifications by LTI transfer 
functions that form the upper Bu and lower BI boundaries for the 
design. 
4) Using these representations to design a controller. 
5) Reducing the effect of parameter uncertainty by shaping the open-Ioop 
frequency responses so that the Bode plot of the c1osed-Ioop system fall 
between the boundaries Bu and BI' which will be represented by the 
transfer functions Tu and ~ , white simultaneously satisfying all 
performance specifications. 
6) Obtaining the stability, tracking, disturbance boundaries on the Nichols 
chart in order to satisfy the performance specifications. 
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The performance tracking specification defines the acceptable range of 
variation of the c1osed-Ioop tracking response of the system. In Il-synthesis, 
we put a weight on the error signal to achieve the same goal. Since our analysis 
uses the sensitivity function, the following text will show the link between 
these two methods. 
In the frequency-domain, the performance weighting function Wp in the robust 
control design is related to the upper and lower bounds of the tracking transfer 
functions in QFT controller design. 
Let T (s) be the c1osed-Ioop transfer function of the system. Tu (s) and r; (s) 
are transfer functions representing upper and lower bounds on T (s) in QFT 
design. 
Now, at each frequency point, assume T(jOl) can be expressed as 
T(jOl) = a(OJ)r;(jOl) + (1-a(Ol»1'" (jOl) , 
for sorne ° $;a(Ol) $; 1, a(Ol)E IR, such that Ir; (jOJ)1 <IT(jOJ)1 <11'" (jOJ)I, '\1 Ol. 
Then, the sensitivity function is given by 
S(jOJ) = 1-T(jOJ) = 1-(a(Ol)r;(j0J) + (l-a(OJ»1'" (jOJ», '\1 OJ. (3.7) 
Denote ST! (jOl):= 1-r; (jOJ), STu (jOJ):= 1-T" (jOJ). Substitute into (3.7), to get 
S(jOl) = a(Ol)STI (jOJ) + (1-a(Ol»STu (jOl), '\1 OJ. 
Robust performance requires that IIWpSIL $; 1 [1], [3], so in a considered 
frequency range, say OlE [0, OJh ], IWp (jOl) S (jOl)1 $; 1 holds. 
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Then we have: 
This shows that the performance weighting function Wp is c1early related to 
the upper and lower bounds in QFT for the transmissions. Since 0 ~ a( aJ) ~ 1 
over aU frequencies me [0, mh ], we can reasonably define 
(3.8) 
Robust Controller Design Example by QFT 
Con si der a second-order plant model with parametric uncertainty modeled by 
additive uncertainty: k Pt. = Pn +~= , ke [1,lO],ae [1,10] . 
. s(s+a) where 
6 . h . 1 1 A (k-6)s+6(k-a) . h dd' . P = IS t e nomma p ant, u = , IS t e a ltIve 
n s(s+6) s(s+6)(s+a) 
uncertainty. Design a robust controUer having the following step response 
properties: settling time 1.8s and an overshoot of less than 20%. 
Step 1) The desired system performance specifications in the frequency 
domain are as follows: 
a) Robust stability margin with respect to multiplicative uncertainty (via 
c1osed-Ioop magnitude peaks) 
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I
_L.....;(",-j m-'.)_I ~ Mm' V m E [0, 00) . 
1 + L(jm) (3.9) 
Mm is the magnitude peak value of the c1osed-Ioop frequency 
responses. 
b) For tracking performance requirement, the controller should satisfy the 
. following inequality: 
1 r; (jm) I~I T (jm) I~I Tu (jm) l, V mE [0,10]. (3.10) 
Where Tt (s) and 7;, (s) are transfer functions defining the lower and 
upper bounds on the magnitude of the transmission T (s ) . 
c) Closed-Ioop disturbance attenuation. For disturbance rejection at plant 
output, an upper tolerance is imposed on the sensitivity function over a 
desired frequency band. A constant upper bound is considered to limit 
the peak value as follows: 
1 S(jm) 1= 1 1. 1 ~ Ms ' V mE [0,50]. 
1 + L(jm) (3.11) 
As we are working with an SISO plant, we use typical guidelines to get an 
approximately equivalent problem setup. Namely, a constraint is placed on the 
damping ratio ( of the dominant complex-pole pair of T(jm) nearest to the 
jm -axis. Let L = PK be considered as the open loop transfer function of a 
second-order m
2 
L(s) = n , 
s(s+2(mn) 
system with sensitivity function 
S ( ) 1 ses + 2(mn) and transmission T(s) = 2 m; 2. We 
s =l+L(S) = s2+2(mn+m;' s +2(mns+mn 
know that for su ch a system, the overshoot in the step response is given by 
IrÇ 
[49] Mp :=e-R,o« <1; and the 2% settling time for 0.2« <0.9 can be 
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approximated by [49]: ts "" --±-. From the performance specifications, M p =0.2 (m
n 
and t
s
=1.8, we get (=0.3745, and w
n 
",,4.4. 
To get the corresponding system performance specifications for the QFT 
design, we use the approximation [49]: Mm"" 1 + M p and we choose Ms =0.01. 
T;(s) and T,,(s) will be considered in step 3). 
Step 2): We choose a set of LTI transfer functions that cover the range of 
structured parametric uncertainty from P à = P + ~ = k , 
s(s+a) 
with k = {1,2.5,6,10},a = {1,1.5,3,6,1O}. 
Step 3) The tracking specification defines the acceptable range of variation of 
the closed-Ioop tracking response of the system due to uncertainty and 
disturbance inputs. It is generally defined in the time-domain as: 
y(t)/ ~ y(t) ~ y(t)u' where y(t) denotes the system tracking response to a step 
input, and y(t)/ and y(t)u denote the lower and upper tracking bounds. Such 
bounds can often be transformed into the frequency domain as 
1 T; (jm) I~I T (jm) I~I Tu (jm) 1. The initial form of the upper tracking bound 
transfer function model is defined as a typical second-order model, 
2 
7;, (s) = 2 m. 2' Based on the desired time-domain specifications M p 
s +2(wns+wn 
and ts ' we get (=0.3745, and w. = 4.4. An addition al zero is added to the 
model to flare the tracking bounds in the high-frequency range. The resulting 
upper tracking bound is thus represented. by transfer function 
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Tu (s) = 22(S + 10) . The lower tracking bound is chosen initially as a ,first-
s +4s+20 
order model 7;(s) =_2_. Two additional poles are added in 7;(s) to fulfill the 
s+2 
QFT requirement that the upper and lower bounds diverge above the frequency 
at which the upper bound crosses the 0 dB line. The resulting lower tracking 
bound transfer function is 7;(s) = 60 (s+2)(s+5)(s+6) 
The proper application of the robust QFT design technique requires the 
utilization of the prescribed performance specifications from the outset of the 
design process. Once the proper loop shaping of L(s)= K(s)p(s) is 
accomplished, controller K(s) achieves the desired performance 
specifications. Then, the design of a prefilter F(s) for the perturbed plant is to 
ensure that the Bode plot of all perturbed transmissions lie between the upper 
and lower bounds. 
Steps 4)5)6): Use a computer-aided QFT design package [38] to design 
controller K(s) and F(s). 
First, let us consider plant templates and the computation of bounds. The trial 
frequency array is chosen as the following separate frequency points: 
lü = [0.1,1,10,50] . Note that using more frequency points can prove very 
difficult in the loop shaping trial and error process. The plant templates at 
these frequency points can be computed, corresponding to Equation (3.11), see 
Figure 3.12. They will be used with other constraints to compute the bounds on 
the loop frequency response. 
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Figure 3.12. Plant templates at several frequencies. 
The plant parameters and inequalities (3.9)-(3.11) are entered in the software. 
These impose, .constraints on the allowable nominal loop gain ILo l, where 
Lo ( s ) = K (s ) p ( s ), for every phase at each frequency. The constraints çan be 
displayed as a bound or forbidden region on the Nichols chart at each 
frequency, see Figure 3.13. The QFT Toolbox in MATLAB [38] is used to 
generate these bounds at a set of frequencies. The bounds are then intersected 
to yield working bounds, see the different color lines in Figure 3.13. The 
synthesized Lo(s) should meet these bounds as closely as possible, yielding an 
'economic' controller that does not push the gain or bandwith too much. 
An interface allows the designer to get the controller K(s) by manu al loop 
shaping-choosing the poles and zeros. This step strongly depends on the 
experiences and often has to repeat several time to get a reasonable result. 
After several iterations, the following controller can be obtained: 
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K(s)= 9(s+1)(s+114)(s2+1328s+1.18X106 ). 
(s + 43)(S2 + 1486s+ 106 ) (3.12) 
This controller can be made proper by adding a high frequency pole. The pre-
filter is designed for the perturbed plant su ch that all corresponding c1osed-
loop frequency responses lie between the tracking boundaries, 1;(s) and Tu(s). 
The suitable pre-filter is determined as: 
F(s) = 16 . 
S2 +5.6s+16 
(3.13) 
phase (deg) 
Figure 3.13. Nichols Chart of Bounds, Lo of QFT and QOPf. 
Approxirnate IMCQD by QFT toolbox 
The selection of weighting functions for a specifie design problem often 
involves many considerations, usually according to the setup of the structure 
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and performance specifications. Recall that ~ = (k-6)s+6(k-a) , ~:= W ~ , 
s(s+6)(s+a) a a 
and Il ~a IL::;; 1. We choose W
a 
for the worst-case ~ of largest size, that is when 
5 k=1O,a=l: ~=---­(s+6)(s+l) S 
5 s+O.I. h b 
o wa = 2 • Wu = IS C osen y 
s + 7 s + 6 2s + 10 
experience. wp is chosen according to Equation (3.8), by assuming a a = 0.7 . 
So W =s5+16.81s4 +114.4s3 +480s2+1146s+948. 
p S5 + 16.61s4 + 105.8s3 + 356.6i + 729.4s 
We choose frequency range 0.1 to 50radls and 128 frequency points. Then we 
compute the frequency data of the optimal qapt by Theorem 2.3. 
In Figure 3.13, we plot the open loop La corresponding to qapt (m) on the 
Nichols Chart. This should be the direction for the QFT controller choosing. 
Limited by the order permission, we can get an approximating controller in 
R1{~. If we consider the La in Figure 3.13 is c10sely enough for this example, 
then from (3.12) and (3.13), we have 
K (s) = K(s )F(s) = 144(s+ 1)(s+ 114)(s2 + 1328s+ 1.18x106 ) • 
apprax (s + 43)(S2 + 1486s + 106 )(s2 + 5.6s + 16) (3.14) 
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Figure 3.14 Closed-loop transmission with QoPt and QFT controller, 
and upper, lower bounds Tu and ~. 
. . qopt(m)pt>.(jaJ) l' . We can see the closed-loop tranSIll1SSl0n Tq (m) = curves le III 
opt 1 + qop,(aJ)~(jm) 
between the specified upper and lower bounds. 
3.4.3 A New Design Procedure: Combine the Two Methods 
As a design strategy for the robust controller, QFT has been successfully 
applied to many applications ranging from a flight control problem to robot 
positioning. However, for a long time and even today, its effectiveness is not 
widely recognized. The main reason is that control engineers often have to use 
experience and insight into a particular problem as the design guidelines. 
Using the QFT toolbox software, we plot the frequency data of optimal 
controller on the Nicolas Chart, such as in Figure 3.13, then the QFT designer 
can get the basic idea of the direction that a better controller will go, while 
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choosing the poles and zeros during the QFT design. This will help most QFT 
users since it is the critical step for QFT design and it need experience to find a 
good choice. 
3.5 Summary 
Four different approaches have been proposed in this section to get the controller 
in n'H~ that the frequency response could approximate the optimal controller. 
The Lead-Iag interface is easy to use and it is straightforward to check the result. 
User can arbitrarily decide the frequency bands where quality of fit is more 
important. But this method relies on the user's experience to get a better 
approximation to Qopt ( m). There is a tradeoff between the order of Q( s) and the 
accuracy of the fit. U sually, the result is reasonably good. 
The NP interpolate approach is more systematic and easy to implement by coding 
in MATLAB. But the good result relies on the high order of the controller and 
also depends on the plant model. An LMI-based optimization technique for a 
discrete-time LTI finite-impulse-response IMC controller is more recommended 
as a general way to approach. As numerical examples show it has a reasonable 
computational cost and good convergence. 
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When the plant is specified in time domain and designer has sorne QFf 
experience, Section 3.4 suggested a very useful method for the robust control 
designer, by combining two design technique to get a good K (s). 
In MATLAB, 'invfreqs' is the inverse operation of freqs. It finds a continuous-
time transfer function that corresponds to a given complex frequency response. 
From a laboratory analysis standpoint, invfreqs is useful in converting magnitude 
and phase data into transfer functions. The algorithm of this function uses an 
equation error method to identify the best model from the data. 
In dis crete time, the function is 'invfreqz'. 
Other methods such as Chebyshev FIR filter approximation [64], [65], [66], 
genetic algorithm optimization approaches [68], [69], [70] and state space 
approach, etc., had been studied and simulated by software programming. 
Comparing the results of aIl these methods, we recommended those four detailed 
in Section 3.1 to Section 3.4. New technique will be explored in further research. 
Results in Chapter 2 were limited to SISO plants with an additive uncertainty 
model. This chapter extends the research to the general uncertain plant models. 
An IMC structure is derived for the plant model with linear fractional transform 
(LFT) uncertainty. This IMC structure will be used in Chapter 5 to obtain a 
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practical tuning technique for such plant. That is, the methodology of designing 
an optimal or suboptimal controller K via the Q parame ter in the frequency 
domain can be applied to MIMO plants with a general uncertainty representation. 
Chapter 4 will address this robust tunable control problem for multivariable 
plants. 
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An IMC Structure for Plant Models with 
Linear Fractional Uncertainty 
Results in Chapter 2 were limited to SISO plants with an additive uncertainty 
model. This chapter extends the research to the general uncertain plant models. 
An IMC structure is derived for the plant model with linear fractional transform 
(LFf) uncertainty. This IMC structure will he used in Chapter 5 to ohtain a 
practical tuning technique for such plant. That is, the methodology of designing 
an optimal or suhoptimal controller K via the Q parameter in the frequency 
domain can he applied to MIMO plants with a general uncertainty representation. 
4.1 Framework for General Uncertain Plant Model 
Most interconnections of systems, inputs, outputs and model uncertainties can he 
redrawn into the linear fractional transformation framework [1], as depicted in 
Figure 4.1, 
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Figure 4.1. General framework for robust analysis. 
Here, P=[~! ~2] is the generalized nominal plant model which is generated 
Pz! Pz2 
after pulling out the uncertainty and the controller; Ll is the perturbation which 
is assumed to be represented in a block-diagonal matrix form, Ll = diag{Ll;} , 
where each Ll; represents a specific source of uncertainty. So the perturbed 
plant in this research is defined as, 
Pt, =:F" (P,Ll) = Pz2 + Pz!Ll(l- ~ILlrl ~2' (4.1) 
and K is an intemally stabilizing controller to be designed. 
Using the lower linear fractional transformation, the system in Figure 4.1 can 
further be re-arranged as shown in Figure 4.2. 
M 
Figure 4.2 (a). Framework for robust stability analysis. 
M is the transfer function from the output to the input of the perturbations, 
which can be represented by the lower LFT of P by K. 
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(4.2) 
Figure 4.2(a) shows that, by pulling out the uncertainty block, the system can 
be represented by a loop in which uncertainty is connected to transfer matrix 
M. 
However, the analysis is not so simple for systems with multiple sources of 
model uncertainties, including the robust perfonnance problem for systems 
with unstructured uncertainty. Here, we shaIl simply coyer the real parametric 
uncertainty with norm-bounded dynamical uncertainty. Moreover, the 
interconnection model M(s) can always be chosen so that ~(s) is block 
diagonal. Thus, we will assume that ~(s) lies in the set 
~={diag[ ~ (s)Irl' ... ,8s (s)Irs'~l (s)'· .. '~F (s)]: 8; (S)E R1-(, , t1j (S)E R1-l.o}. 
(4.3) 
Then, the system is robustly stable if and only if the feedback system in 
Figures 4.2 (a) and (b) are stable for aIl ~ (s) E ~, with IIM ~IL < 1. 
M(s 
'----1 1-oIt-----' 
Figure 4.2 (b). Framework for robust stability analysis 
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Robust stability analysis can be perforrned using the small-gain theorem, 
which states that robust stability (RS) is satisfied if and only if the 'tt norm of 
the loop shown in Figure 4.2(a) is smaller than 1, 
RS <=> IIM ~IL < 1 . 
Define Ô ( s ) := W ( s) Jo ( s ), IIJoIL < 1, the normalized stable perturbation, where 
W E R't( is the block diagonal weighting function representing the size of the 
uncertainty blocks in Ô ( s ) . 
Then, the condition for robust stability of the system' can be derived as: 
IIM(jm)W(jm)II<I, 'dm, (4.4) 
where IHI denotes the spectral norrn of the matrix at frequency m. 
Recall from Section 2.1, Equation (2.4), that for the IMC framework of a plant 
model with additive uncertainty, robust stability requires that 
(4.5) 
where Wa is the weighting function of the additive uncertainty and Q is the 
IMC controller. The feedback controller K of the equivalent standard 
feedback system is K = Q(l - p"Qrl , where p" is the nominal plant (Section 
2.2). The benefit of this IMC structure is that the robust stability condition is 
simply represented by the Q -parameter and the uncertainty weighting function 
Wa • This gives insight on how to tune the controller to restore robust stability. 
That is, the Q -parameter can be adjusted according to the changes in the 
uncertainty weighting function W
a
• With this technique, we can avoid the 
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complexity of redesigning a new optimal or suboptimal controller using robust 
control theory. 
To apply this methodology to more general LFT plant uncertainty, we recast 
the problem into an !MC framework. In the additive uncertainty case, 
PIl = ~ + d, an IMC structure is obtained easily from an equivalent standard 1 
unit y feedback control system by adding and subtracting the nominal plant 
model from the perturbed model in order to get a simplified interconnection 
between Q and d, see Figure 4.3 . 
r 
. ------------------ r------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ~ _________________ ~ ______________ __ J 
Figure 4.3. IMC structure for additive uncertainty. 
The transformation is more complicated in the case of a general uncertainty 
model, as the perturbed plant is then defined as an LFT perturbation of the 
nominal plant model, PIl = F" (P,d) = ~2 + ~ld(l- ~1d)-1 ~2' see Figure 4.1. We 
have to find a transfer matrix H that will be applied to the LFT system in 
Figure 4.1 to cancel off the LFT interconnection between the nominal model 
P and uncertainty d. A simplified interconnection between Q and d can then 
obtained in a way similar to the additive uncertainty case. The resulting 
controller K is a function of the IMC Q -parameter through K:= F" (H, Q). See 
Figure 4.4. 
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~--------------------, ~: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Q 
K 
Figure 4.4. Equivalent diagram for constructing IMC structure. 
Once we get the matrix H , the desired optimal controller K can be obtained 
from Q for this IMC-based structure. Moreover the robust stability constraint 
can be characterized by Q and the uncertainty. 
4.2 IMC Structure Construction for General Plant Model 
In this section, we construct an IMC structure for the generalized plant model 
with linear fractional uncertainty. 
The upper two blocks of the system in Figure 4.1 are now depicted in 
partitioned form, 
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y 
Figure 4.5. Diagram of the LFT uncertainty plant 
The perturbed plant model is defined as Pt; := U H y in Equation (4.1), 
Pt; = ~2 + ~Id(l- ~ldrl ~2. 
Assuming that ~2 and ~1 are invertible, 
d=~~I(Pt; -~2)~;1[/ +~l~~I(pt; -~2)~;lrl 
where J = [ ~~:' ~ l and X = -{PA - P,,)P,;' . 
So, d is an LFT with matrix J and X . 
(4.7) 
Note: Here, we assume that ~2 and Pzi are invertible as P is partitioned in 
such a manner. The case where ~2 and Pzi are not invertible is referred to as 
the 'four-block problem' in the literature [22], [37], [47], [48]. In four-block 
problems, the plant P is augmented by a fictitious measured output y' of 
required dimension such that the inverse matrices of blocks P.2 and ~I can 
exist. Details will not be repeated here. 
Now, our aim is to express L\ as an upper LFf involving the arguments H and 
Pt; as 
(4.8) 
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With such an H , the system diagram can be transformed into several 
equivalent diagrams. 
Apply matrix H , and define' QE RH.., such that K = :F;(H,Q). Then an 
equivalent block diagram is obtained on the right of Figure 4.6. 
Figure 4.6. Equivalent diagram indicates K =:F; (H, Q) . 
Since p""=~(P,t:.), and d=~(H,Pt.), Figure 4.7(a) shows these equivalences 
of the diagram. 
~------------------------ ~------------------------1 
1 .1 
1 
1 
1 YA UA 
1 
1 
1 
y U ~ PA 
_._. ._._._._._._._. __ ._._._L_._J_._._ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
_________________ 1 
Q 
Figure 4.7(a). Output and input 
signal of d and PA' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 YA 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ! y U 1 ~ Pt. 1 _._. ._._._._._._._._ ._._._L_._J_ .. 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 L____ _ ________________ 1 
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Figure 4.7(b). Output and input 
signal of d and Q. 
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In Figure 4.7(a), the input signal of ~ is Yt. and its output signal is Ut.. SO the 
input signal of Q has to be Ut.' and the output signal of Q is Yt. as shown in 
Figure 4.7(b). Comparing to Figure 4.2, with M =:F;(P,K) , and K=:F;(H,Q), 
Figure 4.8 shows all these relationships. 
r------------------------. 
: A : 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
: Yt. ut. : 
1 1 
1 1 
r--~----- ------------ -----~----I 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 P 1 1 
: : J. Pt. 
1 1. _.~ .. _._._._._._._._ ~._._t_._.~._._i_._,-.-. 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 ! : .. K 
1 1 
1 : ~____ _ ________________  •
Q 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 M: 
~-------~-----------------------_! 
Figure 4.8. Equivalent relationships of the blocks for !MC structure. 
Thus, H is the transfer matrix such that: M = :r-;(P,K) =:r-; [P,:r-;(H ,Q)]::: Q. By 
this equivalent transformation, we construct the' IMC structure for the LFT 
plant uncertainty model. 
Proposition 4.1: 
[
HII Matrix H = 
H2l 
H] , 12 can be expressed as 
H 22 
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Proof: 
HlI =_~;I~I (li, -li2~;'~,t; 
HI2 =(P21-P22~;I~lt; 
H21 = ~;I + ~;'li2 (li, -li2~;'~' t ~I~;I; 
H22 = -~;'li2 (li, -li2~;I~1 t . 
From thediagram in Figure 4.8, we can get the matrix equations 
[Yl>]=[~1 ~2][Ul>], y Pz1 li2 U 
and 
Equation (4.10) can be rewritten as 
Substitute (4.12) into (4.11) to get 
Use matrix inversion formulas in matrix analysis [23] 
( -1 )-1 -1 H I2 =- li2 -li,~, ~2 li,~" 
, H21 =_~~1~2(li2-lil~~1~2r', 
H 22 = ~~I + ~~1~2 (P22 -lil~~'~2)-' li,~~'. 
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(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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Equations in (4.14) are based on the inversion of ~1 and ~2' Sorne matrix 
equivalent derivations can show they are equal to equations in (4.9). 
We derive Hu here. 
Hu = (~2 - P21~~1~2 t 
=[(P22~;I_~I~~1 )~2 r 
= ~;1 (~2~;1 - ~1~~1 t 
= ~;1 [( ~2~;1~1 - ~1) ~~1 r 
= ~;1~1 (~2~;I~I-~lt 
=_~;1~1 (~I-~2~;I~lt. 
The same way, we can derive the rest of the blocks of H . 
Remark 
• 
As Q is the transfer function from the output to the input of the perturbation 
~, a sufficient condition for robust stability of the system (4.4) is: 
IIQ(jm)W(jm)ll< 1, "lm. 
where W is the weighting function of the uncertainty, Q E R1i_ is any stable 
rational transfer matrix to be obtained for the robust control design. The robust 
controller K is given by K = ;::;(H ,Q). 
In the next step, the optimal IMC Q -parameter will be characterized by setting 
up a Il-synthesis problem with a robust performance criterion. 
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4.3 Design of Q -parameter with IMC Structure 
To analyze the robust performance, a fictitious perturbation is added as weIl as 
an error signal [1],[3]. We use the framework in Figure 4.7 to setup the 
optimization problem to search for the Q -parameter. Once the perturbation is 
added in the plant P, the input and output signaIs of Q will be different when 
compared to the input and output signaIs of M , see Figure 4.7. The analysis of 
the system in LFf format is not straightforward. However, sorne recent 
research in robust control theory applied a framework used in electrical 
circuits. This framework is the Chain-Scattering Representation (CSR) 
[19],[20],[37]. It simplifies the block diagram analysis. Equations that 
transform an LFf into a CSR are introduced in this section, and the robust 
performance analysis follows using the CSR approach. 
4.3.1 Chain-Scattering Representation (CSR) 
Consider the LTI system ~ in Figure 4.9 below with two inputs (bp b2 ) and 
two outputs (al az) with the usual input-output representation [19], 
(4.15) 
Diagram is shown in Figure 4.9. 
Figure 4.9. Input-output representation. 
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Assuming that L21 is invertible, define [19] 
(4.16) 
Equation (4.15) is alternatively represented as: 
[ ~] = CHAIN(L{:: l (4.17) 
That can be shown in su ch a diagram, see Figure 4.10. 
:, ~L-_ .. _C_H_AI_N_(L_)_--If=:: 
Figure 4.10. Chain-scattering representation. 
The main reason for using the chain-scattering representation lies in its 
simplicity in representing feedback interconnections as cascade 
interconnections. The cascade interconnection of two chain-scattering 
representations 1'.. and Tz is represented simply as the product 1'..T2 of the two 
chain-scattering matrices, as shown in Figure 4.11. 
~1'..RT2F 
~ 
Figure 4.11. Chain-scattering representation 
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u 
____ _ ________________________________ 1 ___ , ___ _ 
Y<l Q 
1 
1 
KT 
Figure 4.12. !MC structure of LFf uncertainty plant. 
Now back to our IMC structure in Figure 4.12. We define 
n:=CHAIN(H), and e:= CHAIN(P), 
su ch that 
(4.18) 
Which represents the left-hand side of the block diagram in Figure 4.13 
corresponding to the lower part of the diagram in Figure 4.12. 
We also have [~:] = 9[: l where the right-hand side of the diagram in Figure 
4.13 corresponds to the upper part of the diagram in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.13. Equivalent CSR diagram of LFT diagram. 
Note that setting e = rr-1 results in the feedback interconnection of Q and Ll. 
4.3.2 Analysis of Robust Performance 
Consider the perturbed system shown in Figure 4.14, where d denotes the 
exogenous signal which is normalized by weighting function Wd ' and e 
denotes the error signal that must be attenuated. Since each element in the 
output vector y needs to be attenuated by a different amount at different 
frequencies, y is typically multiplied by a diagonal frequency-dependent 
weight Wp ' which is used to capture the performance specifications to give a 
normalized error e = WpY. 
Consider the weighting matrices Wd , Wp E R1i~, and assume the performance 
goal is to keep the error e as small as possible. Let ~d denote the transfer 
matrix between d and e. Then the robust performance criterion can be 
described as requiring that the closed-loop system be robustly stable, and 
(4.19) 
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where l' is the set· of perturbed plant models such that the characterized 
uncertainty of the plant is normalized by uncertainty weighting function [1], 
(4.20) 
Let us transform the block diagram in Figure 4.14 into the equivalent diagram 
in Figure 4.15 to perform fl-analysis for robust performance. 
Figure 4.14. Diagram for robust performance analysis. 
fl -analysis is based on the theorem for testing robust performance as 
mentioned in Section 2.2. 
e 
Figure 4.15. Structure for J.l-analysis. 
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Theorem 4.1 [1]: For all ~o(S)E R1i~ with lI~olL < 1, the Ioop shown in Figure 
4.15 is well-posed, internally stable, and Il.r: (G, ~o )IL < 1 if and only if 
sup,ur [G(jm)] < 1, Vm, (4.21) 
meR 
where r '= {~ = [~o 0 ], ~ E CQ2XP2 ~ E CQ2 XP2} ~ is normalized by the 
, s 0 ~ '0 'P '0 
P 
uncertainty weighting function W , That is ~ = W ~o ' ~P is the fictitious 
perturbation representing the performance specification which is normalized 
by the performance weighting function Wp ' 
Now the objective is to characterize the generalized matrix G in Figure 4.15. 
Re-arrange the system in Figure 4.14 into the IMC structure introduced in 
Section 4.2, then into the CSR form of Section 4.3.1, shown in Figure 4.16, 
Q Il 
Figure 4.16. CSR diagram for the RP analysis. 
With the disturbance d , the signaIs of the input and output of the uncertainty ~ 
are denoted as UM ap.d YM' The output and input signaIs of Q have to be 
studied to see whether they are still equal to UM and YM • So they are denoted 
as: u/',Q' Y /',Q , shown in Figure 4.17. 
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U y 
Q II e 
Figure 4.17. Input-output signais in the CSR diagram. 
In Figure 4.17, from the left side, 
On the right side, 
[~:] ~s[;] ~e[.:d] ~ s[: ]-e[~J 
So, [~:H~:]+e[~J (4.22) 
In Figure 4.15, the uncertainty block linked to G is the normalized uncertainty 
.6.0 ' where .6. = W.6.o ' Let signal Y.1o be the input of .6.0 , then Y.1o = W- I y M' Let 
signal UM be the output of .6.0 ' We know G is the following transfer matrix, 
Since Equation (4.22) gives 
Weobtain, 
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And from Figure 4.17, we get 
Y6Q = Qu6Q • 
Substituting (4.26) into (4.24) gives 
QU6Q = YM +9,zd, 
Combine (4.25), (4.27), we get 
YM = QUM + (Q9Z2 -912 )d . 
On the other hand, by Figure 4.17, 
Deriving (4.29) gives 
y = (9z,912 -9119 z2 r'92'YM -(92,9'2 -9119 22 r'911u M · 
Thus, e=y+d 
with y t.o = W-' YM 
Combining Equations (4.31), (4.32), we get 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
[
Ytw] [WQ W(Q8 Z2 -8,z) ][UM] 
e =, (82,8'2 -8118~2r'(82IQ-811) 1 +(82,812 -811822rI8zl(Q822 -(12 ) , d . 
=~G 
(4.33) 
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4.3.3 Formulation of the Q -parameter Optimization Problem 
From Equation (4.33), we get the generalized matrix G which we can 
substitute in the optimization problem to find an optimal or suboptimal Q. 
The optimization problem is: 
minsup,ll,i[G(jw)], Vw. 
Q OJ 
4.4Summary 
(4.34) 
1- An 'IMC-based' structure for a general plant is set up to extend the 
robust tuning analysis to MIMO plants with a linear fractional 
transformation uncertainty model; 
2- The desired optimal or suboptimal controller K will be mapped back 
from the Q-parameter. The stable mapping between K and Q has to be 
defined in a LFT format, K é LFT; (H, Q) , where the matrix H is 
provided in the text. 
3- An optimization problem for the robust controller design is finally 
posed in the frequency domain which has been formulated in term of 
the Q -parameter. 
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Tuning Strategy and Implementation of 
the Robust Control Design 
Once a robust controller is implemented, its parameters are fixed and no tuning is 
possible. Although the closed-Ioop system is robust to the worst case uncertainty, 
the 'worst' was estimated according to the knowledge or condition at a particular 
moment before the design process. If the plant dynamics change over time, e.g., 
from system component wear, or from changes in the raw material properties of 
industrial processes, or sorne unpredictable reason, instability might occur. This is 
due to the limitation of the original estimation of the plant characteristics. 
Classically, the plant has to be re-modeled and a new controller has to be designed. 
Our research in this section aims at providing a tuning strategy for the robust 
controller design, particularly for dealing with the situation described above. This 
tuning technique relies on the !MC structure introduced in Chapter 4. It is an 
alternative robust controller design procedure to traditional ones. Following this 
design process, the robust controller is tuneable. 
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5.1 Tuning Strategy Analysis 
Basically, our robust tunable controller design is focused on situations where 
instability of the control system is caused by uncertainty having grown beyond 
the original prescribed magnitude. Then, the weighting function that 
characterized the uncertainty of the system should be changed and thus the 
robust controller has to be redesigned. We introduce the analysis of the tuning 
strategy by first considering the robust stability and robust performance of the 
system. 
5.1.1 Robust Stability of the IMC Structured System 
In the !MC structure that was built in Chapter 4, the c1osed-Ioop system with 
LFf plant uncertainty can be described by the loop of the Q parameter 
connected with the uncertainty, see Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1. IMC filter connected with the uncertainty. 
Refering to Section 4.1, 4.2, the robust stability condition is 
(5.1) 
As it was defined, ~ = W ~o , W ( s ) E R'f( is diagonal and yields 
lI~o (jOJ)11 <'1, V (j). The optimal Q-parameter must satisfy the constraint 
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IIQ(jOl)W(jOl)11 < 1, 'II Ol. 
Assuming the system lost robust stability and Ilôo (jOl)1I > 1 for sorne 
frequencies, let us de scribe how to re-establish robust stability. 
Define a diagonal matrix Wnew ( S ) E R1t~ such that 
Wnew can be loosely described as inverting the increase in uncertainty, and 
therefore IIWnew (jOl)1I < 1, VOl. 
Define Qnew (s) = Q(s )Wnew (s). 
With this Qnew ( s ), we have, 
IIQnew (jOl) ô (jOl)1I = IIQ(jOl)Wnew (jOl)W (jOl)ôo (jOl)1I 
= IIQ(jOl)W (jOl)Wnew (jOl )ôo (jOl)II, 
VOl. 
we have 
IIQnew (jOl) Ô (jOl )11 = IIQ (jOl) W (jOl) Wnew (jOl) Ô o (jOl )11 
::;IIQ(jOl)W (jOl)IIIIWnew (jOl)ôo (jOl)11 < 1, 
V OJ. 
(5.2) 
According to condition (5.1), this states that the robust stability of the system 
is restored by the Qnew ( s ) . 
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If W
new 
is appropriately chosen, the new controller that can stabilize the plant is 
simply obtained by computing 
(5.3) 
This controller is tunable by adjusting a Wnew ' 
The original optimal or suboptimal Q -parameter is achieved by constructing 
the IMC structure introduced in Chapter 4 and by solving the optimization 
problem (4.34). 
Now, the proper choice of the weighting functions is the crucial point of the 
tuning procedure. 
5.1.2 Robust Performance Test 
The robust performancehas to be retested as the adjustment of the controller 
will affect it, even though robust stability has been re-established. Robust 
performance can be checked by Il-analysis with the new controller. As long as 
Il is smaller than 1, robust performance is guaranteed. 
5.1.3 Optimal Uncertainty Weighting Function 
How do we choose the new weights quickly and accurately, or how much can 
they be tuned without destroying the robust performance? In robust control 
design, it is well known that the design of weights heavily relies on the 
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designer' s experience. Finding good final weighting functions often requires a 
long and tedious trial and error process. 
A useful idea is to provide a maximum uncertainty weighting function. This 
will be a guide for the plant engineer to adjust the controller in certain cases. 
Here maximum refers to a weighting function that has maximum magnitude 
while still achieving robust performance. 
The next section will present the precise definition and implementation 
algorithm to search for this maximum weighting function. 
5.2 Maximizing the Uncertainty Weighting Function 
The algorithm that implements the optimal tuneable controller will also search 
for the maximum magnitude uncertainty weighting function Wm • It is 
implemented as follows: at each frequency point, get the optimal or suboptimal 
Q for which Il is smaller than 1. With respect to this Q, find the maximum 
magnitude of Wm that brings Il as close as possible to 1. Since the initial 
choice of the weighting function corresponds to the original plant 
perturbations, the strategy relies on the fact that the optimal or suboptimal Q 
can supply a 11 Il margin for adjustment. Thus, a Wm is feasible. 
If the design parameter Il at a given frequency is smaller than 1, then it is 
understood that at this particular frequency, 1/ Il times more uncertainty can be 
tolerated wbile the system will satisfy the performance objective with a margin 
of 11 Il [3] (and see Theorem 2.2). In Il-synthesis, when the uncertainty is 
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fixed, one can effectively optimize worst-case performance to re-establish a 
favorable trade-off between performance and robustness. But the research 
interest here is on getting the maximum uncertainty weighting function while 
maintaining robust performance (f.l < 1). 
Thus, the optimization algorithm combines the search for Q and W
m
• The 
optimal or suboptimal Q -parameter corresponds to the initial weighting 
function, the maximum magnitude weighting function Wm is obtained for this 
Q. The initial uncertainty weighting function W is absorbed into the 
generalized plant G and the optimization-based new W
m 
can be used by the 
control engineer as an option. 
5.2.1 Optimization Problem 
We are trying to find the maximum uncertainty weighting function Wm , with 
corresponding optimal or suboptimal controller Q. The optimization problem 
for this purpose has to be setup according to Theorem 4.1, since the robustness 
and performance of the closed-Ioop system has to be guaranteed. Thus, the 
generalized plant matrix G has to be redefined to setup the optimization 
problem, 
(5.4) 
Note: 
Not to confuse the notations, we give addition al explanation here. The IMC 
based structure gives a clear view for the robust stability constraint, so that the 
tuning idea in Section (5.1.1) is weIl understood. The initial uncertainty 
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weighting function W is absorbed into the generalized plant G in the optimal 
Q searching process, see Equation (4.33) and (4.34). So W
m 
will be the 
maximum size of the uncertainty, with respect to this optimal or suboptimal Q, 
such that the robust performance can be guaranteed. In other words, the new 
uncertainty weighting function Wnew for the tuning defined in (5.2) has to be 
limited by this W
m
, if the designer still con'siders the performance specification. 
Now, according to Theorem 4.1, the robust stability and performance are 
obtained if and only if 
~f"r{[Wm~aJ) ~ ]G(jaJ)} < 1 (5.5) 
r is defined in (4.21). 
The optimization problem for Wm is formulated as, 
subject to: 
{[
W(j(j) 0] } ~fJlr 0 Ip G(j(j) < 1, (5.6) 
where F(Wm ) is the objective function defined later. 
5.2.2 A Measure for Weighting Functions 
The definition of a measure for weighting functions is introduced through the 
concept of the direction of steepest ascent in maximizing a cost function [21]. 
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Consider the cost function of N real positive variables {RJ : 
1 i = 1,2, ... ,N . (5.7) 
The direction of steepest ascent is always the direction corresponding to an 
increase of the smallest R; [86]. 
Thus, the direction of steepest ascent in maximizing a co st function of the fonn 
n [ 1} over any one weight Iw; (jm)1 at any one 
roglOllIH", 1 (1 ) l, ~ ----:::-2 oglO m 
oglOllIL ;=1 Iw; (jm)1 
frequency OJ is always the direction corresponding to an increase of the 
smallest Iw; (jOJ )1. The w; (jm) is the i -th diagonal element of the weighting 
function W(jm). So we can define such a measure: 
(5.8) 
This equation is a cumulative measure of the frequency dependent size of the 
weight W (jOJ) in the frequency range [mL' mH ]. Logarithmic frequency is used 
as the variable of integration instead of linear frequency so that equal 
importance is given to low frequencies (OJ« 1) as is given to high frequencies 
(m» 1). 
Let us assume Wm (s) belongs to such a set WTF := {diag'/,.I (w;) : w;' W;-I E R1-(,} , 
that the optimization problem (5.6) can be rewritten as: 
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Subject to: 
sup f.1r{[Wm (j(i)) [Op]G(j(i))}<1. 
we[mL .mH 1 0 
(5.9) 
Since only the arguments of the optimization problem are of interest, this 
optimization problem is equivalent to 
Subject to: 
sup f.1r {[Wm (j(i)) [Op] G (j(i))} < 1, 'V (i) . 
we[mL .mH 1 0 
(5.10) 
For ease of notation, define the following function: 
(5.11) 
Using this notation, we get: 
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(5.12) 
So, given w(m), it is always possible to construct sorne Wm(S)E W TF that 
satisfies (5.11) by fitting a stable minimum-phase transfer function to each 
magnitude function. 
5.2.3 Approaching the Optimal Weighting Functions 
Research on optimization of the weighting functions in robust control has been 
presented in [20],[82],[84],[85]. 
To compute the structured singular value f.l in (5.10) is not an easy task. Sorne 
derivations will support a tractable way to get an upper bound for it. 
Robust control f.l-analysis theory gives [1]: 
(5.13) 
We define [1] 
D:={ D = diag [Dp ... ,Ds ,ds+J, ... ,ds+/l: Di E CY",Di = Di" > O,d j E IR, 'i + ... + r. +t =n.} 
(5.14) 
And DOlE D. 
So, a sufficient condition for f.l smaller than 1 is 
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(5.15) 
An optimization problem can be set up to minimize the left-hand side of 
(5.15). We use an LMI approach to do the optimization. The next part of the 
text will present sorne matrix equivalent changes. 
Definition 5.1 [5]: 
The optimal diagonally scaled norm of a matrix NE Cnxn is defined as 
17 ( N) := inf {IIDND-t DE Cnxn is diagonal and nonsingular} , 
where IINII denotes the largest singular value of the matrix N . 
Referring to [5], 17(N) can be expressed as, 
17(N) = inf {rl( DND-1 ) * (DND-1 ) < 'II, for sorne diagonal and nonsingular D} 
= inf {rIN*D*DN < rD'D,for sorne diagonal and nonsingular D}. 
So, (5.15) <=> 'if 01, :3 D:D{J) , such that [5]: 
(5.16) 
To make the above inequality fit an LMI format, we need the following 
Lemma. 
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Lemma: Schur Complement [23],[24]: 
The hnear matflx mequahty • > 0, where XE]Rm , Q(X), R(x) are . .. . [Q(X) S(X)] 
S(x) R(x) 
diagonal, and S(x) depend affinely on x, is equivalent to 
R(x) > 0, Q(x)-S(x)R(xrIS(x)* >0. (5.17) 
Applying the Schur Complement to (5.16), we have: 
(5.16) ~ 1 < [ D:D .W; (~œ) W. Uœ) 1: r [ G' Uœ) r [(D::.) ~ JGuœ r' 
~GUOJ)[(D:Dm) 0]-1 G*UOJ) < [(D:Dm)(W; UOJ)Wm (jm)) 0 0]-1 
o ~ 0 ~ 
According to (5.17), we can get the equivalent LMI: 
[[ W; Uœ)W. (,:)J'(D:D.r' ~] G(jm) 
>O,'v'm. (5.18) 
G* UOJ) 
This says that the sufficient condition for f1 smaller than 1 which is described 
in (5.15) is equivalent to the feasibility of linear matrix inequality (5.18). 
Substituting this result to the optimization problem in (5.10), we get: 
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For each (J) E [mL' mH ] , 
Subject to: 
[W(OJ)(~:D.F' I~] G(jm) 
>0. (5.19) 
G* (jm) 
Once D{j) is chosen as a fixed value, inequality (5.19) reduces to a simple LMI 
optimization problem. 
Let us now discuss the choice of D (j). 
First, D{j) can be chosen as follows for lower order G matrix [1]. 
Let D{j) =d{j)/a,d{j)E ~+, la is the identity n:tatrix that has the same order as the 
uncertainty block, then 
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~ IIGull ll , if IIG"!,, 0 & IIGul" 0, WmG12 
Define d{J) = 0, if IIG21 Il = 0, (5.20) 
00, if IIG12 Il = 0, 
According to [1], it can be shown that the approximations for the scalar d{J) 
obtained by definition (5.20) are exact for a 2x 2 matrix G . For higher 
dimensional G, the approximations for d{J) are still reasonably good. 
Second, D{J) also can be obtained by an optimal solution. 
Recall the inequality (5.15) for the sufficient condition of Il < 1: 
a{[D; I~r·~m) I~]G(jmr;' ~]}<1. 
The D{J) will be chosen as the argument of the following frequency-by-
frequency minimization: 
It can be rewritten as: 
inf Y{J) 
Subject to :3 D{J) satisfying 
Applying Schur complement (5.17) yields: 
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For each mE [mL,mH], 
inf Ta, 
Subject to 3 (D:D{J) with (D:D{J) >0 satisfying 
(5.21) 
Minimization problem (5.21) is a quasi-convex generalized eigenvalue 
problem in the variables (D:D{J) and Ta" when Q(m) and w(m) are supposed 
known. 
So, optimization problems (5.19) and (5.21) rely on the optimal or suboptimal 
Q(m) solved by (4.34), and also depend on each other. The co-dependence 
1 
between them requires an iterative scheme that will be introduced in the next 
section. 
5.3 Implementation Algorithm of the IMC Q Design 
The algorithm implements the optimization problems that were formulated in 
Equations (4.34) for Q, Equation (5.19) for W
m
, and Equation (5.21) for D. 
The inputs of the algorithm are the plant information, inc1uding the nominal 
plant model, the initial weighting functions of the uncertainty and performance 
weighting functions. It is asked to construct the IMC structure so the 
generalized plant matrix G can be in terms of the nominal plant model, the 
weighting functions, and the Q. 
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The optimization problems (4.34), (5.19) and (5.21) will be approximated by a 
point-wise optimization through the frequency grid, as holding for all aJE IR . 
Whenever we construct a pointwise-in-frequency approximation of an 
optimization problem, there is always the risk that the constraint of the 
optimization problem is violated between grid points or outside the frequency 
range where optimization problem take place. Referring to [20], it is always 
better to use a two-grid framework, one for synthesis (i.e., used in optimizing 
the cost function) and one for analysis (i.e., used for checking the constraint: 
.url·] < 1). The analysis grid have more points and span a larger frequency 
range that the synthesis grid. 
The synthesis grid points are chosen between aJL and aJH (see Equation (5.8)), 
No is the desired number of the points. It must be emphasized that the 
synthesis grid must be dense enough and the range be wide enough to ensure 
that all changes in the transfer function matrices are captured. 
The number of the frequency grid points of analysis is Na' we choose it to be 
three times No. Aiso the grid points extend a decade below and a decade 
above the synthesis grid points [O. laJL , 10aJH ] • 
The solution algorithm: 
Initial Q is chosen as an identity function. 
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1. For every index k E [0, No -1], the frequency grid is denoted as Olk • The 
optimization will be done in logarithmic frequency, so the spacing 
between the synthesis grid points is 
dOl:= loglO OlH -loglO OlL • 
No 
So the grid points are given by 
Olk := 10gIO OlL + kdOl . 
2. Solve the optimization problem (4.34), using UQ iteration to get 
optimal or suboptimal Q, details in Chapter 6. 
3. Use the value of Q(jOlk ) obtained in the previous step, and the initial 
value of W(jOl) to get w(Ol) , solve problem (5.21). 
4. Use the optimal DfJ) from step 3, get the optimal Wm • 
5. In the analysis grid, compute the structured singular value Il. Evaluate 
1-11, if it is small enough and has remained very small for the last few 
iterations, go to step 6. Otherwise return to step 3. 
6. Construct the controller K(s) corresponding to the optimal or 
suboptimal Q ~ model reduce K(s) if necessary; construct a minimum 
phase Wm(s). 
Outputs from the algorithm: 
• The element-by-element optimal or suboptimal Q -parameter, 
• The controller K(s) that achieves robust performance with 
respect to the original weights and criterion, 
• The minimum phase uncertainty weights Wm(s) as the largest 
size that the tuning strategy can use, where the robust 
performance can still be guaranteed. 
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• The final upper bound of ,lirU in a plot. 
5.4 TradeotT Between Performance and Robustness 
As we mentioned from the beginning and throughout this thesis, the choice of 
the weighting matrices characterizes the plant uncertainties and the design 
criteria for a particular practical problem and describes the tradeoff between 
the robust stability and the robust performance. 
Thus, the adjustment of weighting functions should consider both the 
uncertainty and performance weights. But our research is focused on the robust 
tuning control design for plant engineer which are necessary wh en the plant 
dynamics change over time, or from changes in the raw material properties of 
industrial processes, etc, such that instability occurs. The robust tuning to 
main tain the robustness is a first requirement. However, as we use the method 
to obtain the maximum size of the un~ertainty while holding the performance 
requirements (kept ,li < 1), there is also a solution to enlarge the size of the 
performance weighting functions. 
The following will give a general view of optimizing the performance 
weighting function in our setup. 
If we look back at Section 4.3.2 'Analysis of robust performance', in Equation 
(4.18) 
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(5.22) 
where G is defined by connecting e and d with the normalized fictitious 
performance uncertainty block I:!.p' redrawn in Figure 4.15 here. 
e 
Figure 5.2. Setup for f.1-analysis. 
If the updating of performance weighting function is required, an optimal 
performance weighting function WpOPI can be define such that the matrix G can 
be improved as: 
- [la 0] Gnew =G 0 W . 
pOpl 
(5.23) 
Then, by following the previous section in this chapter, Section 5.2.1, we can 
easily setup the problem and get the result for the optimal or suboptimal 
performance weighting function. 
Compare (5.23) with the definition in (5.4), we can even define 
[Wm 0] [la 0] Gcombine = 0 1 G 0 W ' P popl (5.24) 
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to be substituted into Theorem 4.1. Then the optimization of W
m 
or WpOPf can 
be obtained if one is fixed. 
So, themaximization process between the size of uncertainty weighting 
function and the performance weighting function is a tradeoff in our 
optimization approach. This pro vides a clear and simple relationship for the 
outlook on performance and robustness in MIMO plant model. With a set of 
initial weighting functions, by following our design procedure, we can give an 
optimal or suboptimal controller Q and maximum uncertainty function Wm , 
with respect to a desired performance; on the other hand, a good estimate bf 
initial uncertainty function will leave more 'space' to adjust the performance 
weighting function for a better result. 
5.5 Numerical Example 
The algorithm proposed in the previous section will be illustrated by a 
numerical example. The example is chosen from the LMI Control Toolbox 
MATLAB manual [13] and it was used in [21]. 
Problem 
Figure 5.3 shows a simplified mechanical model of a radar antenna. The 
ratational stiffness k accounts for flexibilities in the coupling between the 
motor (with inertia lm) and the antenna (with inertia la). 
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antenna 
J III\IIII-~-~- motor m 
Figure 5.3. Second-order model of a radar antenna. 
The corresponding nominal transfer function from the motor torque u = T to 
the angular velocity y = Ba of the antenna is 
p (s) = 30000 
n (s + 0.02)(S2 + 0.99s + 30030) (5.24) 
Our goal is to control Ba through the torque T . The feedback interconnection 
given in Figure 5.4 in volves a tracking loop from r to y, a two-degree of 
freedom controller K = [KI K 2 ] , plant output disturbances d and sensor noise 
n that must be attenuated, and a baIl of multiplicative stable uncertainty that 
surrounds the nominal plant model p,. to account for neglected high-frequency 
dynamics and flexibilities. 
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r y 
Figure 5.4: Control structure for the radar antenna. 
Since disturbances are mainly present at low frequencies in this plant, the 
disturbance weighting function is specified as 
10 Wd(s)=--
s+l00 
(5.25) 
to allow disturbances d up to 100 radis to enter the feedback interconnection 
with normalized size 0.1. The sensor noise is usually present .at high 
frequencies, the sens or noise weighting function Wn is specified as 
W(s)= O.ls . 
n s+l00 (5.26) 
The true physical plant is uncertain but is known to belong to the set 
{ ~ (1 + WoLlJ : Llo E R1-(, "Llo IL ::; 1} parameterized by Llo . The uncertainty 
weighting function W
o 
represents· any 'a priori' knowledge about the 
frequency dependent size of the uncertainty. Here, it is specified as 
W (s) _ s+1 
o -s+1000' (5.27) 
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to allow the magnitude of the actual plant to differ from that of the nominal 
plant by as much as 0.1 % in the low-frequency region and by as much as 
100% in the high-frequency region. 
The performance weighting functions can be defined as 
w (s)= s+O.l and W (s)= s+100 . 
el s+100' e2 s+O.Ol (5.28) 
Design specification requires 1) to design robust controller K with two degree 
of freedom K = [KI' K 2 ], su ch that the uncertain plant can be controlled into a 
desired position; 2) when the worst-case plant uncertainty level goes over the 
original estimated range, find a new robust controller. 
Robust tuneable controller design 
To design the robust tuneable controller, we follow the procedure introduced in 
Chapter 4 and in earlier parts of this chapter. 
First, we setup the IMC framework. To get the generalized plant model P, we 
pull out the uncertainty block and fictitious uncertainty block for performance 
to form a diagonal matrix. The output disturbances and the noise 
interconnected into the feedback system are modelled as a unit baIl of stable 
uncertainties with weighting functions. From Figure 5.4, we define such 
fictitious uncertainty block: 
L\ = [L\el L\d 0 1 
f 0 L\ L\ ' 
e2 n 
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~d'~n'~el '~eZ E R1{" and are aIl normalized by the weighting functions. Thus, 
we define 
The LFT diagram for the system is shown in Figure 5.5. 
~ 0 0 ~rw' r do el 0 de, dd d 
0 0 de, d n 
~ p n 
r---' 
r--
Zl 
r:J "Uo Z2 
-
Figure 5.5. LFT diagram of the radar antenna. 
We obtain the generalized plant model P as 
Zo Wo 0 0 0 0 1 Wo 
el r 
-W-IW P 
el 0 n 
W-l 
e, 
-W-IW 
e, d 0 _W-lp e, n r 
eZ =p d = W-IWP 0 W-IW W-IW W-lp d e2 0 n e2 d e, n e, n 
Zl n -Wop,. 1 -Wd 0 -p,. n 
Z2 Uo Wop,. 0 Wd Wn p,. Uo 
Further, we define the partitioned matrices 
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From these matrices, we can get the H matrix by Equation (4.9) 
Hu = _~/~~1 (~2 - ~/~~1~2 r' ' 
Hi2 ={~2 -~11iI1~2r', 
H21 = ~~1 +~~1~2 (~2 -~1~~1~2r' ~1~~1, 
H22 =_~~1~2 (~2 -~1~~1~2r', 
and also the controller K 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
Now, by definitions in (5.24), (5.25), (5.26), (5.27), (5.28), ail the input 
variables for the optimization algorithm are ready. So Equation (5.29), (5.30) 
will be computed by the software and we obtain the Q -parameter and optimal 
weighting function Wm as the output of the algorithm. 
Figure 5.6, 5.7 show the Bode plots of optimal or suboptimal Q-parameters 
and controllers K. 
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Magnitude of optimal 01 
Phase of optimal 01 
10' \02 
m( rad/ s) 
Figure 5.6(a). Bode plot of the Q-parameter 
o 
(dB) -50 
-100 
-150 
100 
o 
-100 
-200 
Magnitude of optimal 02 
Phase of optimal 02 
Figure 5.6(b). Bode plot of the Q-parameter 
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Magnitude of optimal K1 , 
40c-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
20 
(dB) 0 
-20 
40L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L-~~~ 
10-' 10° 10' 102 103 10' 
Phase of optimal K1 
200r-~~~~~~~~~~~~==~====~ 
c--
o ~~ 
100 L------_____ ______ 
-100 
-200'--~~~~~~~~~~'"-----~~~L-~~.w..U 
10-' 10° 10' )0
2 
w(rad/s 10
3 10' 
Figure 5.7(a). Bode plot of the controller KI. 
Magnitude of optimal K2 
o 
(dB) -50 
Phase of optimal K2 
Figure 5.7(b). Bode plot of the controller K 2 
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Plot of upper bound of Il 
0.6 
0.55 
0.5 
0.45 
0.4 
0.35 
0.3 
0.25 
0.2 
0.15 
0.1 
10" 10° 10' 102 
m( rad/ s) 10
3 
Figure 5.8. Plot of the upper bound of Il. 
In Figure 5.8, we can see the optimal design gives an extra robustness margin 
for the controller since Il has sorne 'room' before it reaches 1. 
Now we can check the tuning strategy part of the result from the algorithm. 
The optimal uncertainty weighting function is shown in Figure 5.9. 
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Magnitude of optimal W 
20 
0 
·20 
(dB) 
-40 
·60 
-80 
-100 
ID" 10° ID' yo2 OJ(radj s 10
3 ID' 
Figure 5.9. Magnitude of the optimal weighting functions. 
We used MATLAB commands to get the minimum-phase real rational transfer 
function for W
m
, denote as W fit match the corresponding frequency curve. The 
order of Wfit is chosen as 5, see Figure 5.10. 
Figure 5.10. Curve fitting of the frequency data of Wm 
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Its transfer function is then given by: 
w (s) = 0.005(s+ 16866)(s+ 2208)(s+ 753)(s + 17.3+0.8j)(s+ 17.3-0.8j) 
fit (s+ 237 +655 j)(s+ 237 -655j)(s+ 117)(s+ 1O.8+5.3j)(s+ 1O.8-5.3j) 
) 
So, the new robust Q -parameter corresponding to the optimal weighting 
function can be obtained by: 
And the new robust controller Knew is computed by Equation (5.31). 
See Figure 5.11 in the next page. 
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Magnitude of new K1 
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Figure 5.11: Bode plots of new robust controllers. 
Figure 5.12 provides the plot of upper bound of Il when optimal weighting 
function Wm is applied. 
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Plot of Il with optimal W 
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Figure 5.12. The Plot of the upper bound of Il w.r.t. Wm • 
This example illustrated the design procedure and tuning strategy of designing 
a two-degree-of-freedom robust controller for a mechanical model of a radar 
antenna. It provides an optimal or suboptimal controller in the frequency 
domain and a possible new controller for the tuning requirement, when the 
uncertainty level varies. The transfer function of the controller in RJ-C can be 
obtained by any of the methods introduced in Chapter 3. 
A similar approach for an optimal choice of the performance weighting 
function can also be obtained by a small change in the algorithm, which was 
introduced at the end of in Section 5.4. 
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An Alternative to DK Iteration for Two-
Block fJ,-synthesis: UQ Iteration 
This chapter· introduces the. so-called UQ iteration (UQIT) to approach the 
optimal or suboptimal Q -parame ter in the frequency domain, as an alternative to 
DK iteration (DKIT) [77]. The UQ iteration algorithm was applied in Section 5.3 
to achieve the optimal or suboptimal Q -parameter for robust tuneable control. 
Although this algorithm gives only a local solution that may not be global, 
numerical examples illustrate that there are many cases where the UQ iteration 
performs better than the DK iteration. 
6.1 Robust Performance Revisited-Two Block J.1 
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Suppose that the uncertainty block is given by (2.6), and the generalized 
closed-Ioop plant G is partitioned as (2.5). Then, at each frequency (J), an 
upper bound on the structured singular value (SSV) in the robust performance 
condition is given by 
sup ,ur [ G (jOJ) ] < 1, V (J), 
aJElR 
is: 
(6.1) 
where 0'0 is the largest singular value of the matrix. 
An upper bound on the right-hand side of (6.1) can be obtained easily as: 
where IHI:= 0' ( .) is the spectral norm of the matrix. 
It can be shown that this approximation is exact for a 2x2 matrix G, i.e., the 
bound is tight: 
For higher dimension al G, the upper bound on the SSV is still reasonably tight 
[1]. 
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Define the function 
(6.3) 
The robust performance design problem can then be stated as: 
min sup F ( aJ) . 
Q(s)e1U(. OJ (6.4) 
Finding the optimal or suboptimal controller Q ( s) by minimizing F is a 
difficult task. 
6.2 DK Iteration and Optimal Frequency-Domain Approach 
At present, there is no direct method to synthesize a /.l optimal controller. 
Currently, for complex perturbations, a method known as DK iteration is 
available [1], [2]. Different approaches have been attempted to find an alternative 
algorithm to the DK iteration; see, e.g., [43], [44], [45], [46]. It combines Hoo 
synthesis and /.l analysis. The starting point is the upper bound on /.l in terms 
of the scaled maximum singular value 
DOJ = diag{DOJi } is a diagonal block matrix that commute with r [1], where DOJi 
is of the same dimension as the i' th perturbation block. The idea is to find a 
controller that minimizes the peak value over frequency of this upper bound, 
namely, min (min IIDG(K)D-111 ), by alternating between minimizing 
K(s) D(s) 00 
IIDG(K)D-1IL with respect to either K(s) or D(s), while holding the other 
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fixed. To start the iteration, one selects an initial stable rational transfer matrix 
D(s) with appropriate structure. The identity matrix is often a good initial 
choice for D ( s ) provided the system has been reasonably scaled for 
performance [1]. 
The DK iteration proceeds as follows: 
1. K step. Synthesize the 1-l.o controller for the scaled problem, 
min//DG(K)D-t // ' with fixed D(s). 
K(s) 00 
2. D step. Find DO) to minimize at frequency m 
3. Fit the magnitude of each element of DO) to a stable and minimum phase 
transfer function D(s) , such that D(jm) == DO), and go to step 1. 
This step can be done using interpolation theory; however, this usually 
results in very high-order transfer functions, which explains why this 
process is currently done mostly by graphical curve fitting using lower-
order transfer functions. 
The iteration may continue until satisfactory performance is achieved, 
I/DGD-t /L < 1, or until the Hoo norm no longer decreases. Onefundamental 
problem with this approach is that although each of the minimization steps is 
convex, joint convexity is not guaranteed. Therefore, the iteration cannot 
guarantee the global convergence. In practice, the effectiveness of DK 
iteration depends on the quality of the D -scale fit. A low-order fit is usually 
desired because the order of the controller is equal to the number of states of 
the generalized plant plus twice the number of states in D(s). Thus, there is a 
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tradeoff between the quality of fit and the order of D(s). With a poor fit, the 
scaled 'J( norm can even increase in subsequent iterations. 
The idea to avoid this D -scale fitting problem is to optimize the controller K 
in the frequency domain, without using the scaled 1t"" controller optimization. 
But as we know, the frequency-by-frequency conditions can also be satisfied 
by a destabilizing controller. That is to say, the optimal controller K obtained 
in the frequency domain can not be guaranteed to be a stabilizing controller. 
Thus, the nominal stability condition must be carried during the optimization 
procedure. In an alternative approach to the DK iteration that uses the 1t"" 
solution to insure nominal stability, it can be shown [14] that by employing a 
standard Q -parameter, aIl nominal stabilizing controllers can be parameterized 
as 
K(Q) = F;(J,Q), QE 'R-1-( , 
where J is a stable transfer matrix computed from the generalized plant by 
Youla parameterization [1]. Such a stable Q will then satisfy the nominal 
stability condition. In the new algorithm, an optimal or suboptimal Q 
parameter will be found in the frequency domain. In this case, the optimization 
will be done frequency-by-frequency. 
Related approaches in [3],[51],[52] also start from this premise. Here, we 
present an alternative that employs optimization in a two-block Il structure. 
Optimal controller is constructed without using the D scales, which is then 
mapped back to controller K by using the relationship: 
K(Q) = F;(J,Q), QE R1t.. . 
The generalized closed-Ioop plant G is then characterized in terms of Q, 
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G =;=; [p, K{Q)] =;=; [p, F;(J,Q)]. 
the optimization will be carried out pointwise in frequency. 
6.3 Q -Parameterization 
Since we propose to design controller K via the Q -parameter in the frequency 
domain, we need to add the constraint QE R1-t so as to get a real-rational, 
controller K. Altematively, one could use a discrete-time FIR Q(z) introduced 
below in a sampled-data setting. 
The Q -parameter is obtained as a discrete time FIR filter fitted on frequency-
response data points. The transfer function matrix for this discrete-time finite-
impulse-response filter is given by 
(6.5) 
Note that (6.5) is simply transformed back into a continuous system by 
Tustin' s transformation z -1 = (~~~~~) which yields 
" A .... N Q(s):= ~ +QI O~~~~ )+ ... +QN ni~~~) . (6.6) 
6.4 The New Optimization Algorithm: UQ Iteration 
Define matrix 
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and recall that 
Notice that 
trace {Z2 «(O)} 
{[ IIGll(j(O)f + IIGI2 (j(O)IIIIG12 (j(O)11 = trace IIG21 (j(O)IIIIGll (j(O)11 +IIG22 (j(O)IIIIG21 (j(O)11 
= IIGll(j(O)f + IIG22 (j(O)112 + 211G12(j(O)IIIIG12 (j(O)11 
= F((O). 
We know from linear algebra that [81], 
i=l 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
IIGll (j(O )IIIIG12 (j (0 )11 + IIGl2 (j (0 )IIIIG 22 (j (0 )II]} 
IIG22 (j(O)f + IIG12 (j(O)IIIIG12 (j(O)11 
(6.9) 
where Â; is the i th eigenvalue of the matrix Z (OJ). 
SO, Equation (6.8) can be rewritten as 
F(OJ) = ~2 [Z (OJ)J+ 2i [Z (OJ) J. (6.10) 
Proposition 6.1 
The eigenvalues of matrix Z(OJ) at frequency OJ are real numbers: ~,~ E IR.. 
Proof: 
The eigenvalues ofmatrix Z can be obtained by solving the equation [64]: 
det(Â1-Z) = o. 
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Substitute (6.7) into it, 
Then, we get 
So the eigenvalues are obtained as 
Ât = ~ {/lGIl//+/lGzz/l+ (I/GII /I-/lGZZ /lt + 4/1GI2/1/1Gz,/l} , 
Âz =k{/lGIl /l+/lG22 /1- (/lG,,/I-/lG22 /1)Z +4/1G12/1"G21/1}. 
Since the tenns in (6.11) under the square roots are not negative, i.e., 
we have Ât,Âz E lR. 
(6.11) 
• 
Using Proposition 6.1, the optimization problem (6.4) is transformed into the 
equivalent problem: 
rnJn{ Ât2 [Z( O1)J+ ~ [Z( O1)J} , 'ïI 01. (6.12) 
That is, we need to minimize the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues of a 
real matrix. 
The UQ iteration algorithm is based on the following idea. At each frequency 
point OJk , use Schur decomposition to make matrix Z upper triangular so that 
the diagonal entries are the eigenvalues. Then, minimize the cost function 
6.4 THE NEW OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM-UQ ITERATION 
F(co) to obtain the optimal Q. Iterate the process of getting unitary matrix U 
in the Schur decomposition and the optimization solution Q. 
Schur Decomposition [81]: 
Given A an nxn matrix with eigenvalues ~, ... ,Ân in any prescribed order, 
there is a unitary matrix U , such that U· AU = T = [tij] , is upper triangular, with 
diagonal entries tji = Â;, i = 1, ... , n . 
UQIT algorithm: 
Step 1. At frequency point OJk , assume Qk is known (the initial value can be 
chosen as the identity). Find a unitarymatrix Uk that can transform Zk into the 
upper triangular matrix 
U*kZkUk =[~ :} 
Step 2. Use the matrix Uk to get a new matrix Tnew ' in which Qk is embedded in 
Z(Qk) as an unknown, 
Tnew(Qk) = U*kZ(Qk )Uk · 
This T
new 
is supposed to be as close as possible to an upper triangular form in 
the sense that the lower off-diagonal entries are small with respect to the upper 
triangular entries 
Step 3. Use the diagonal entries of T
new 
to setup the cost function (6.10), 
F(Qk) = tt2t(Qk)+ti2(Qk)· 
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Minimize this expression to find the optimal Qkopr 
min {t;ewlI (Qk) + t;ew22(Qk)}, k = 1, ... ,M. 
Qkopt 
(6.13) 
M is the finite number of frequency points within the chosen frequency range. 
Here, Qkopr is a complex matrix computed using an LMI approach as follows. 
'!wu [Q( m,) ]+'!w" [Q( mk)] = ['._u (Qk) '_u (Qk) ][::~ i~ i]· 
Denote Sk = [tnewlI (Qk)], then 
tnew22 (Qk) 
The optimization problem can be written as 
subjectto S;Sk < rk 
for k = 1, ... ,M. 
Using the Schur complement, we have 
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6.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND COMP ARISON 
If we solve the problem in terms of impulse response qn to get an FIR Q-
parameter, an extra constraint will be added to the problem (6.14) [14]. For 
frequency point Olk E [OlL,OlH ]. 
subjectto (6.15) 
L 
Qk = Q( ejm"T, ) = L qne - jm"T,n , 
n=O 
where Ts is the sampling period. 
This is a convex LMI problem [6],[7]. A Yalmip [39] algorithm is presented 
in Appendix to obtain the optimization solution .. 
Step 4. Calculate f.lr [ G (jOl) ] with Qopr (z), z = ejOJT, , where Ts is the s ampli ng 
period, iterate the procedure until the structured singular value stops 
decreasing. Finally, use the resulting Qopr (z) as the optimal or suboptimal FIR 
Q -parameter. 
6.5 Numerical Examples and Comparison 
Example 1: 
Consider the block diagram in Figure 6.1, where 
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d 
Figure 6.1. System with additive uncertainty 
0] [0.05 
1.67 ; Wa(s) = ° ° J 
. W - 1.5 1 
5 0.05s + 1 , p - O.ls + 1 2· 
0.3s+1 4s+1 
Since this is a plant with additive uncertainty, from Equation (2.8), we get 
Substitute into Equation (6.7) to form the matrix 
Then, using the software coded for UQIT, we obtain the suboptimal Q-
parameter of order 32. Finally, we get the K controller using 
K(s) = Q(s)(! - P,,(s)Q(s)t . 
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Figure 6.2. Plot of Il curve of two UQ iterations. 
Figure 6.2. shows plots of Il, where the initial guess of Q(z) = 1 yields 11° , 
and Ill, 11 2 are the first and second UQ iterations. 
Figure 6.3. shows the Bode plots of the controllers corresponding to the Q-
parameter obtained after the second iteration. Note that these controllers are 
decentralized, i.e., K is diagonal. 
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Phase of c<nIrOller KI 3ld K2 
o • 
10' lü(rad 1 s) 10' 10 
Figure 6.3. Bode plots for controllers. 
With a Pentium 4 PC, it takes 1.3 minutes to get the results of two iterations. 
The software is MATLAB 6 with Yalmip toolbox [39]. 
Exarnple 2: 
This two-block example is from the MATLAB Control Toolbox Manual [13]. 
It compares the DK iteration with the UQ iteration. The space-state matrices 
of the generalized plant are: 
r
I l r 0.1 A=2; B=[O.l -1 1]; c= 0.~1 ; D= 0~1 
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plot of the bound of tr. DK iteratian 
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Figure 6.4. The curve of the upper bound of the Il. 
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Figure 6.5. Bode plot of the controller K, W.r.t two algorithms. 
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It takes almost the same amount of time in this example to get a 16/h -order FIR 
filter Q, than to get a é -order K . by DKIT. Figure 6.4 shows that after the 
first iteration, the upper bound of 11 from UQIT is sm aller than that of DKIT. 
And in the second iteration of DKIT, 11 does not decrease much. The optimal 
or suboptimal controller K from UQIT pushes the upper bound on 11 even 
lower after the second iteration. In Figure 6.5, we can see at lower frequency, 
m<l, the gains of both controllers are similar. They only differ at higher 
frequencies. The phase of the UQIT controller is slightly more negative at the 
low and medium frequencies. 
The main advantage of the proposed algorithm for two-block 11 -synthesis is 
that it avoids inaccuracies and numerical problems associated with D -scaling, 
giving the potential to decrease 11 further than DKIT could. The numerical 
results obtained in the examples illustrate the advantage of using UQIT to get a 
robust controller K . 
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Conclusion and Future W ork 
This research was motivated by the requirement of establishing a systematic 
framework to tune a robûst controller or to re-establish a favorable tradeoff 
between performance and robustness on-line after the initial H~ or f.L controller 
design. 
An internaI model control (IMC) representation of the classical feedback control 
loop was formulated to analyze the tradeoff between performance and robustness 
in single-input single-output (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) stable plants. We 
gave two theorems (Theorem 2.2 and 2.3) giving an explicit function of frequency 
that clearly exposes such a tradeoff between the maximum magnitude of the 
additive plant perturbation and the performance weighting function. The optimal 
controller can be obtained in the frequency domain by simple computations. 
The problem of finding a controller in R1-( approximating the optimal frequency 
response of the IMC Q controller was approached from several practical 
methods. The proposed approaches lead to the possibility for the plant 
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engineer to tune the controller by directly changing either the uncertainty, the 
performance, or the actuator weighting functions, as the need arises. 
The MiMa system case with linear fractional uncertainty was transformed into 
an IMC-based structure, by defining a set of transformation matrices such that 
approaching the optimal controller via the Q -parameter of based on the IMC 
structure is possible. A robust tuning strategy of the IMC structured system 
was introduced and analyzed. Aigorithms implementing this strategy pro vide 
tractable tools for control system designers and plant engineers which was one 
of the original objectives of this research. 
An alternative to DK iteration, UQ iteration provides another way to 
implement the robust controller in /1 synthesis. Numerical examples showed 
the promising results of the algorithm in certain cases. 
Based on the IMC structure, this research provides sorne fundamental 
achievements in robust control in the sense of tuning and re-establishing a 
favorable tradeoff between performance and robustness. 
The IMC design method for stable plants has enjoyed much popularity due to 
its simple, yet effective procedure. However, there are sorne shortcomings 
and inadequacies with the IMC design method for both stable and unstable 
plants. Future research will propose a new control design method that 
somehow qlptures the useful properties of the IMC design method but can be 
used for both stable or unstable plants. Moreover, sorne restrictive 
assumptions on the plant in this thesis will be relaxed and sorne of the IMC 
shortcomings and limitations will be tackled. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Structured Singular Value 
For a complex matrix H E C2x2 , let the matrix nonn be the maximum 
singular value 11H11 = a(H). The reciprocal of a(H) is a measure of the 
unstructured matrix L\ E C2x2 of least nonn for which det (1 - H L\) = 0, see [1]. In 
other words, the feedback interconnection of H and L\ is such that 
det{I-HL\):;t:O for aIl L\EC2x2 with a(d)<I/a(H). This interpretation of the 
maximum singular value is used in the small-gain theorem for multivariable 
systems, which states that the feedback interconnection of a stable H(s) with a 
stable uncertainty L\(s) is stable for all L\(s) satisfying a[ L\(jw)] < IWa (jW)1 for aIl 
w if and only if a[H(jw)]::;1 1. 1 for aIl w. From the Nyquist criterion, the 
Wa{Jw) 
stability of the feedback interconnection of H(s) and des) is equivalent to having 
det[I - H(s)L\(s)]:;t: 0 in the c10sed right half-plane. 
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Similarly, given a complex structured unce rtainty 
A, Er"" {[ ~' :J ; A" A, E c}. the structured s ing u/ar value Pr (H) is defined 
as the inverse of the norm of the smallest structured perturbation ~s for which 
1 - H ~.v is singular. More precisely, the structured singular value 
f.lr :<C2X2 -7[0,00) is defined as [1], [56] 
unless there exists no ~s E r such that det(l - H ~s) = 0 , in which case f1r (H) = o. 
The feedback interconnection of a stable H(s) with a stable structured uncertainty 
As(s) is stable for aIl ~s(s) satisfying a[~s(jco)]<IWa(jCO)1 if and only if 
Il [H(J·co)] < 1 for aIl co. This robust stability result is the small- 1/ 
rr -Iw,. (jCO)1 r 
theorem. Thus, the smaller f1r [H (jco)] is, the more robust the feedback system 
becomes to the structured uncertainty ~s (s). The uncertainty structure can be 
extended to an arbitrary number of blocks of arbitrary dimension. 
In this Appendix, we study the robust performance problem for a stable 
plant with a single stable additive perturbation ~a (s). Consider the block diagram 
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in Figure Al and the 2-input, 2-output transfer matrix M(s) of the nominal 
feedback interconnection of P(s) and K(s). Let L1 p (s) denote a fictitious stable 
perturbation linking the controlled output Z2 to the exogenous input W2 ' and 
define the stable two-block structured uncertainty combining the uncertainty 
block L1
a
(s) and the fictitious block for performance L1 p (s) as 
fictitious block L1p (s) in the structured uncertainty in Figure A2 makes the robust 
performance problem equivalent to a robust stability problem involving the 
computation of the structured singular value I1r [M (jm)] with a two-block 
uncertainty, yielding the result of Theorem 1 [9]. 
The computation of I1r [M (jm)] is usually performed over a grid of 
frequency points. No algorithm is available for exactly computing the structured 
singular value in the general case of a structured uncertainty with an arbitrary 
number of blocks. Nevertheless, upper and lower bounds on 11 can be computed 
[7]. However, for the two-block structured uncertainty case considered here, the 
upper bound for where 
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D :={diag{d,l}: d E IR, d > a}, is equal to the structured singular value [1], that is, 
The analysis of robust stability or robust performance of a control system 
using the structured singular value constitutes Il -analysis. The goal of Il -
synthesis is to minimize the structured singular value of the closed-Ioop system's 
frequency response to obtain robust performance. Various algorithms have been 
developed for Il -synthesis, including the D-K iteration [80], which seeks to 
minimize the upper bound a(DwM(j(IJ)Dw-I), first over the set of D-scales, then 
over the set of stabilizing controllers, iterating this procedure until a satisfactory 
design is obtained. However, convergence to the global minimizer is not 
guaranteed. 
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... Lla{s) 1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
:"'" 
1 
1 
P(s) ... 1 .... 
K(s) 
figure Al. Block diagram of the closed-Ioop system. The block diagram shows 
the interconnection of the generalized plant P(s) with embedded weighting 
functions, the controller K(s) , the uncertainty .1a (s) , and the fictitious 
perturbation .1 p (s) for performance. This interconnection is used for robust 
performance f.i -analysis. 
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[A.~S) A,~S)l 
,--. ---1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 
Z2 ~ P(S) ~W 
K(s) 
Figure Al'. Representation of closed-loop system for robust performance Il -
analysis. The closed-loop performance path from Wz to Zz is connected in 
feedback to a fictitious perturbation Ap(s) so that the robust performance problem 
is transformed into a robust stability problem with a two-block structured 
uncertainty L\s (s). 
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YALMIP 
y ALMIP[39] is a MATLAB toolbox for rapid prototyping of optimization 
problems. The package initially focused on semi-definite programming. 
The main features ofYALMIP are: 
1) easy toinstall since it is entirely based on MATLAB code; 
2) easy to use : you define your constraints and objective functions using 
intuitive and standard MA TLAB code. 
It supports several features to simplify modeling which helps the user to 
derive the (symbolic) dual of general conic programs, and a framework for 
automatically performing convexity analysis. 
We use Y ALMIP in our algorithm coding. 
At frequency point OJk , 
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tnewll (Qk) ~ al Il GII Il +a2 11 G,2 11 +a311 G2, Il +a411 Gz2 11, 
. tnew22 (Qk) ~ /31 Il G" Il +/32 Il Gi2 " +/33 11 GZI Il +/34" G22 Il. 
First, use SOCP+SDP [10], set the induced norm: 
Second, bound the terms in the quadratic: 
F = F + set {alti +a2t2 +ai3 +a4t4 < t5}; 
Third, set in quadratic t; + t; < ti ; 
Then, for n=1 to L, do minimization, use Yalmip command 
solvesdp (F, t7), 
S.t. sel { (4 - ~q"e-j"" <l,}. 
APPENDIXB 
t[, t2 ,. .. , tg are LMI variables being minimized during the optimization, which is 
defined according to Yalmip format. An optimal Qk will be obtained. 
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